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Abbreviations

BIL  Bacterial Intein-Like
ChyRIR1 intein  Ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase 1 intein from *Carboxythermus hydrogenoformans*
CivRIR1 intein  Ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase 1 intein from *Chilo iridescent* virus
CnePRP8 intein  PRP8 intein from *Cryptococcus neoformans*
COSY  Correlation spectroscopy
DNA  Deoxyribonucleic acid
DTT  Dithiothreitol
EPL  Expressed protein ligation
ESRF  European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
Extein  External protein
HINT  Hedgehog/INTin
HSQC  Heteronuclear Single Quantum Correlation
Intein  Internal protein
IPTG  Isopropyl-β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside
MjuKlbA intein  KlbA intein from *Methanococcus jannaschii*
MS  Mass spectrometry
MtuRecA intein  RecA intein from *Mycobacterium tuberculosis*
MxeGyrA intein  DNA gyrase subunit A intein from *Mycobacterium xenopi*
NMR  Nuclear magnetic resonance
NOE  Nuclear overhauser effect
NpuDnaE intein  DnaE intein form *Nostoc punctiforme*
PabPolII intein  DNA polymerase II intein from *Pyrococcus abyssi*
PDB  Protein data bank
PfuRIR1-1  Ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase 1-1 intein from *Pyrococcus furiosus*
PhoRadA intein  RadA intein from *Pyrococcus horikoshii*
PhoRadA_{min} intein  Minimized RadA intein from *Pyrococcus horikoshii*
PI  Protein insert
POI  Protein of interest
RMSD  Root-mean-square deviation
RNA  Ribonucleic acid
SceVMA intein  Vacuolar ATPase intein from *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*
SspDnaB intein  DnaB intein from *Synechocystis sp. strain PCC6803*
SspDnaE intein  DnaE intein from *Synechocystis sp. strain PCC6803*
TkoPolII intein  DNA polymerase II intein from *Thermococcus kodakaraensis*
TOCSY  Total correlation spectroscopy
TROSY  Transverse relaxation optimized spectroscopy
**Amino acids**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Ala</td>
<td>Alanine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Cys</td>
<td>Cysteine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Asp</td>
<td>Aspartic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Glu</td>
<td>Glutamic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Phe</td>
<td>Phenylalanine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Gly</td>
<td>Glycine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>His</td>
<td>Histidine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Ile</td>
<td>Isoleucine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Lys</td>
<td>Lysine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Leu</td>
<td>Leucine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Met</td>
<td>Methionine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Asn</td>
<td>Asparagine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Pro</td>
<td>Proline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Gln</td>
<td>Glutamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Arg</td>
<td>Arginine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Ser</td>
<td>Serine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Thr</td>
<td>Threonine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Val</td>
<td>Valine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Trp</td>
<td>Tryptophan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Tyr</td>
<td>Tyrosine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

Inteins are proteins that can mediate protein-splicing reactions. The reaction is a posttranslational modification where the intein sequence is excised from a protein precursor and the flanking sequences, termed exteins, are ligated together. Intein mediated protein splicing has many possible biotechnological applications, but the structural features of inteins influencing the protein splicing reaction remains unclear. A better understanding how inteins can be engineered for applications and how the extein sequences influence the protein splicing efficiency is needed to fully exploit the full potential of intein applications.

The aim of this thesis was to determine the structures of selected inteins in order to gain further insight in the structural-functional relationships of inteins. The goal was to engineer new inteins that can be used for biotechnological applications based on structural characterization. It was further aimed to investigate how the extein sequences influence protein splicing.

Structure determination of the NpuDnaE intein was performed using solution NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography. The NMR structure and nuclear spin relaxation rates were found to be a powerful tool to identify novel split sites in inteins. A novel split NpuDnaE intein was engineered to have a split C-intein part consisting of six amino acid residues. The novel split intein has a big potential for site-specific modification of proteins.

The structure of PhoRadA intein was determined using NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography. Both structures indicated PhoRadA intein residues 120-133 were flexible. Based on the structural data a minimized PhoRadA intein (PhoRadA_{min} intein) was engineered without loss of protein splicing function by deletion of residues 121-130.

The crystal structures of NpuDnaE intein and PhoRadA_{min} intein were determined as protein splicing precursors to 1.72 Å and 1.58 Å resolution, respectively. The structure of NpuDnaE intein resembled an “open” conformation that would require a conformational change for the protein splicing reaction to occur. By contrast, the structure of PhoRadA_{min} intein resembled a previously unseen “closed” conformation. The structure conformation had the N- and C-protein splicing junctions in close proximity and a clear interaction between the -1 extein residue and the intein was observed.

The effect of the -1 extein residue on the protein splicing efficiency was systematically analysed by substitution of the -1 residue to all 20 natural amino acids. It was discovered that the negatively charged residues Asp and Glu caused reduced protein splicing efficiency. Based on the PhoRadA_{min} intein structure an E71T mutation was introduced in PhoRadA intein that removed unfavourable electrostatic interactions. The E71T mutation of PhoRadA intein became protein splicing efficient (>90%) with a Glu-1 residue. Thus, PhoRadA_{min} intein crystal structure provides the structural basis for PhoRadA intein -1 extein residue protein splicing dependency. This observation may have further application for engineering of protein splicing efficient inteins.
1 Introduction

Myoglobin and haemoglobin were the first protein crystal structures that were reported more than 50 years ago (Kendrew et al., 1958; Perutz et al., 1960). The structures were determined at low resolution using X-ray crystallography but the method has since been developed for determination of high though-put high-resolution structures. Structural biology has progressed with other techniques such as NMR spectroscopy and cryo-electron microscopy to determine macromolecular structures at high resolution (Williamson et al., 1985; Zhang et al., 2008). Solved structures are deposited in the protein data bank where they are publically available. Currently more than 90,000 depositions are available and more than 1000 unique protein folds have been defined (Berman et al., 2000; Murzin et al., 1995).

Structural biology has been used to explain a function and mechanism of many macromolecules. Knowing the structure of macromolecules has made it possible to understand biological systems such as the DNA double helix (Watson and Crick, 1953), ribosomes (Ban et al., 2000), and structural knowledge has been used for protein engineering with therapeutic purpose (Jones et al., 1986; Brange et al., 1988).

Inteins were reported more than two decades ago as an unusual “spacer protein” (Hirata et al., 1990; Kane et al., 1990). Inteins perform a posttranslational modification where an intein is excised from a precursor sequence. Upon removal of the intein sequence the flanking sequences are ligated together and form a mature protein. The underlying mechanism of intein-mediated protein splicing has been greatly investigated to understand the underlying function (Tori et al., 2010). Despite much effort in understanding inteins mechanism and function no biological function of this elusive molecule has been proven. Inteins are merely considered to be parasitic genes that provide no benefit to the host organism. The number of discovered inteins and determined intein structures has been increasing since the first intein structure was solved in 1997 (Perler, 2002; Duan et al., 1997). Intein structures have been useful for understanding the mechanism of intein reactions and for guiding their engineering for a large number of biotechnological applications.

This work focuses on the structural-functional features of selected inteins. Selection of an intein for structure determination is based upon literature data that have shown its efficient protein splicing ability (Iwai et al., 2006; Ellilä et al., 2011). In this work NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography are used as supporting structural determination methods that provide further insight in how inteins can be engineered. At first the structure of DnaE intein from Nostoc punctiforme (NpuDnaE intein) was investigated using NMR spectroscopy. The NMR solution structure combined with nuclear spin relaxation studies showed to be a powerful tool in analysis of intein dynamic properties. This combination showed to be important for identification of novel split sites in inteins.

Further, the work focused on structural properties of RadA intein from Pyrococcus horikoshii (PhoRadA intein). PhoRadA intein structure was determined using NMR and X-ray crystallography, which was used as a guidance to further engineer a minimized intein (PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein). The structure of the PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein was then determined.
as a protein splicing precursor using X-ray crystallography. The structure revealed an unseen conformation of a protein splicing precursor that provided insight in how the -1 N-extein residue influences the protein splicing efficiency. A structure of NpuDnaE intein was determined as a protein splicing precursor using X-ray crystallography. The conformation of NpuDnaE intein resembled an open conformation that has been seen in other inteins (Aranko et al., 2013b).

A systematic analysis was performed on the protein splicing dependency of PhoRadA intein -1 residue position. The protein splicing efficiency of PhoRadA intein was reduced when the -1 residue was β-branched or a negatively charged amino acid type. The structure of PhoRadA min intein provided the structural basis for PhoRadA intein -1 extein residue dependency that guided in rational protein engineering for protein splicing of non-native residues at the -1 position.
2 Literature Review

2.1 Inteins and Exteins

Inteins are intervening protein sequences that are excised from a protein precursor. Upon excising of the intein sequence the flanking sequences are ligated together and forms the mature polypeptide chain. The process is an autocatalytic post-translational modification termed protein splicing and it is catalysed by the intein sequence. The term intein is derived from *internal protein* and the flanking sequences that are ligated together are termed exteins derived from *external protein* (Perler *et al.*, 1994). The extein sequences upstream and downstream of the intein sequence are referred to as N-extein and C-extein, respectively (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1](image-url)  
*Figure 1* Inteins are transcribed from a DNA sequence and are translated from the mature mRNA into a polypeptide chain. After translation the intein sequence is excised from the polypeptide chain and the flanking extein sequences are ligated together forming a mature protein. Inteins and exteins are shown in dark and light grey, respectively.

Inteins where initially reported in 1990 by two individual reports (Hirata *et al.*, 1990; Kane *et al.*, 1990). Both studies showed that the gene TFP1 from *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* produced a 69 kDa mature protein and a 50 kDa protein which was referred to as “spacer” protein. Kane *et al.* (1990) showed that the intein most likely was still present in the mature mRNA and that after the translation of the mRNA the mature protein product would be formed. The final proof of this process being a posttranslational modification came with the development of the first *in vitro* protein splicing system (Xu *et al.*, 1993). The system showed that the intein sequence is first excised from the gene after translation by a posttranslational protein splicing process. Intein mediated protein splicing is a self-catalytic and intra-molecular process that does not require any external energy source such as ATP or other macromolecules (Kawasaki *et al.*, 1997). However, the
understanding of reaction has progressed and a recent study has shown that besides an intra-molecular reaction inteins can also perform an intermolecular reactions (Aranko et al., 2013b).

Since the discovery of the first intein in *S. cerevisiae* inteins have been also discovered in the three domains of life (Eukaryote, Bacteria, and Archaea), and in viruses, and bacterial phages (Pietrokovski, 1998a; Lazarevic et al., 1998). But, inteins have only been identified in unicellular organisms. In order to keep track of the number of intein sequences discovered a database has been created (http://tools.neb.com/inbase/) in which more than 550 intein sequences from eucarya, eubacteria, and archaea are listed (Perler, 2002). The majority of the sequences are putative intein sequences that have been identified based on sequence homology and only few inteins have been experimentally tested. Identified inteins are named after organism of origin and the gene hosting the intein. Accordingly, intein naming contains a three letter genus/species designation followed by a host gene designation e.g. DnaE intein from *Nostoc punctiforme* is named NpuDnaE intein and GyrA intein from *Mycobacterium xenopi* is named MxeGyrA intein.

Discovered inteins often contain an endonuclease domain and studies that focused on the endonuclease domain have used a different naming system. Inteins containing endonuclease domain have been named with the prefix PI (for Protein Insert) followed by an organism name and a number related to the order of discovery, e.g. PI-SceI (Perler et al., 1994; Belfort and Roberts, 1997).

### 2.1.1 Intein Sequences, Naming, and Sequence Motifs

Intein sequences range from 134 residues for the smallest *cis* splicing intein to more than 1000 residues (Evans et al., 1999b; Perler, 2002). Many discovered intein sequences are bifunctional because they contain an endonuclease domain inserted in the intein sequence. Homing endonucleases domains are DNA cutting proteins that have specific DNA recognition sequence from 12-40 base pairs (Roberts and Macelis, 1997) (the function of the endonuclease domain will be discussed in Section 2.1.2). The endonuclease domain is typically inserted more than 100 residues form the intein N-terminus and more than 30 residues from the intein C-terminus so the N- and C-terminus form the protein splicing domain (see Figure 2) (Duan et al., 1997). Inteins lacking an endonuclease domain are in some cases referred to as mini-inteins and they are up to ~200-300 amino acid residues. It was earlier believed that the endonuclease domain was needed for the protein splicing. The first described natural mini-intein was MxeGyrA intein (Telenti et al., 1997) and it was shown that MxeGyrA intein still was able to perform protein splicing despite lacking an endonuclease domain. Once when natural and engineered protein splicing mini-inteins were discovered it became evident that the endonuclease domain is dispensable for protein splicing. The two domains are able to fold independently and the endonuclease is not needed for stabilizing the intein domain (Chong and Xu, 1997; Derbyshire et al., 1997; Shingledecker et al., 1998; Wu et al., 1998a).
Mini-inteins have been found as split inteins. Split inteins are inteins that are formed by association of two intein parts expressed by two separate genes (see Figure 3) (Wu et al., 1998b; Gorbalenya, 1998). The split intein parts are unfolded separately but upon association of the split intein parts they fold together and form a functional intein (Zhen et al., 2012). Split inteins can perform protein splicing in trans. Natural split inteins are split at the site where endonuclease domains normally are found inserted in intein sequences. The split parts of inteins are named after the N- and C-extein part they are ligated to and termed N- and C-inteins, respectively (see Figure 3). Split inteins are naturally occurring (Gorbalenya, 1998; Wu et al., 1998b) but engineered split inteins were reported even before natural occurring ones were discovered (Southworth et al., 1998; Mills et al., 1998; Shingledecker et al., 1998). Several natural split inteins have been discovered in cyanobacteria located in the DnaE gene (Caspi et al., 2003) but only few natural split inteins have been described experimentally (Wu et al., 1998b; Iwai et al., 2006; Dassa et al., 2007; Shah et al., 2012). The discovery of split inteins and the ability to perform protein trans splicing has opened a big potential in biotechnological applications (see Section 2.4).

Intein residues are numbered in sequential order starting from 1 until the last residue of the intein. The N-extein residues upstream of the intein are named -1, -2, -3, where the -1 residue is the last N-extein residue. The C-extein residues downstream of the intein are named +1, +2, +3 where the +1 residue is the first C-extein residue (see Figure 2). Inteins have low sequence homology and only few residues are highly conserved among inteins. The most conserved residues are the first residue of the intein, a Cys or Ser, and the last residue, which is an Asn. Additionally protein splicing is dependent on the first residue of the C-extein (the +1 residue) being a Cys, Ser, or Thr (Xu and Perler, 1996). However, these residues are not fully conserved among inteins and exceptions are found. Intein sequences starting with an Ala or Pro and sequences ending with an Asp or Gln have been described (Southworth et al., 2000; Tori et al., 2010; Amitai et al., 2004; Mills et al., 2004). Because of the difference in the conserved residues it is believed that inteins have different mechanisms for protein splicing and consequently have been divided into three different intein classes (see Section 2.2). Inteins share some sequence similarity and
sequence motifs, which contain conserved residues. The sequence motif are referred to as block A, B, F, and G (or N1, N3, C2, and C1) (Pietrokovski, 1994; Perler et al., 1997). Two additional sequence motifs have been described and are referred to as block N2 and N4 (Pietrokovski, 1998b). The sequence block A and B are located near the N-terminus of the intein whereas the blocks F and G are located near the C-terminus (see Figure 2). The sequence blocks C-E are located in the endonuclease domain and involved in endonuclease activity.

![Figure 3](split inteins.png)

**Figure 3** Split inteins are expressed by two separate genes and upon association of the split intein parts protein trans splicing can occur. Inteins and exteins are shown in dark and light grey, respectively.

Intein sequences have been found located in many different genes and inteins are inserted in the active site region of the host proteins (Perler, 2002). Intein insertion sites are not all conserved between different species and in some genes different insertion sites are found. Inteins inserted into the same gene at the same site are considered allelic and often have a higher sequence homology (Perler et al., 1997). Genes have been found containing more than intein sequence. When more intein sequences are located in a single gene the intein sequencess are numbered in sequential order. The Vent DNA polymerase from *Thermococcus litoralis*, the DNA polymerase from *Thermococcus aggregans*, and the Ribonucleoside Triphosphate Reductase from *Trichodesmium erythraeum* contains two, three, and four inteins, respectively (Perler et al., 1992; Hodges et al., 1992; Niehaus et al., 1997; Liu et al., 2003). The intein sequences can then make up a larger portion of the translated gene than the mature product e.g. ribonucleoside triphosphate reductase from *Trichodesmium erythraeum* contains four inteins and is translated to a 2,240 amino acid protein precursor that after protein splicing forms a 769 amino acid mature protein (Liu et al., 2003).
2.1.2 Biological Function of Inteins

Inteins are believed to be ancient because they are found in all three domains of life across diverse species (Shub and Goodrich-Blair, 1992). Inteins are related to Hedgehog proteins because they share a conserved protein fold with the Hedgehog protein C-terminal domain (see section 2.3). However, Hedgehog proteins are found in metazoa and are involved in cell signalling which have not been observed for inteins (Lee et al., 1992). The Hedgehog protein C-terminal domain and inteins have a similar initial reaction step. The difference in the reaction is that the Hedgehog C-terminal protein coordinates a cholesterol modification of the N-terminal domain and a cleavage reaction between the N- and C-terminal domains (Porter et al., 1995). The conserved fold and similar reaction mechanism indicates inteins and Hedgehog proteins likely originate from a common ancestor. The Hedgehog protein has appeared before metazoa evolved and at some time in evolution Hedgehog proteins have obtained a different function than inteins (Pietrokovski, 2001).

The biological function of inteins is not clear and inteins are considered “parasitic” element that provides no beneficial role for the host. Inteins are genetic elements found inserted in conserved functional regions of a host protein (Swithers et al., 2009) e.g. ligand binding region, active site, etc. Insertions of inteins in conserved functional regions of a protein are believed to be important for the survival of inteins because there is no evidence inteins provide any benefit for the host organism, thus they are considered expendable. As long as a protein contains an intein sequence it is considered inactive (Paulus, 2003; Liu and Yang, 2004; Huet et al., 2006) where the accurate removal of an intein sequence by protein splicing generates a functional protein. A genetic removal of the intein from a gene is difficult because the removal has to be very precise (Derbyshire and Belfort, 1998). Inaccurate removal could cause amino acid insertion/deletion or change in reading frame of the host gene, which leads to loss of function and could be lethal for the organism (Pietrokovski, 2001).

As mentioned many inteins contain an endonuclease domain that has been suggested to be important in spreading inteins by homing events by horizontal transfer. The result of homing is a replication of a parasitic element to an allele without the genetic element. Endonuclease domains are DNA cutting enzymes that have a recognition sequence between 12-40 base pairs which typically occur only once in the genome (Roberts and Macelis, 1997). A cut in the genome is lethal for the organism and a simple re-ligation would not be efficient because the endonuclease domain would cut the genome again. In order to repair the cut in the genome the gene of the endonuclease domain is used as template and thus is incorporated into the genome. Consequently, the homing endonuclease domain recognition sequence is removed. Insertion of an endonuclease domain into a protein active site likely disrupts the gene function, but insertion of an endonuclease domain in an intein would preserve the host gene function (Pietrokovski, 2001). There is evidence of this kind of phenomenon occurring in S. cerevisiae VMA gene during cell division (Gimble and Thorner, 1992). There are indications of horizontal intein transfer in GyrA gene between related mycobacterial species based upon the fact that the codon usage and dG/dC content of the intein differs from the host organism (Fsihi et al., 1996). Similarly, it has been proposed with DnaB intein from two more distant species.
where the inteins share much higher sequence identity than the extein sequence which indicates a more recent transfer (Liu and Hu, 1997). How the inteins and endonuclease domains came to co-exist is unknown but association or loss of intein and homing endonuclease domain could have happened several times (Barzel et al., 2011). The endonuclease domain likely has been acquired by the intein and propagated the transfer of inteins but the endonuclease domain has lost its function by mutation or deleted over time (Telenti et al., 1997; Liu, 2000).

There are few proposed biological functions of inteins. A significance of intein existence has been tested with recA gene that is involved in DNA recombinase. A recA deletion mutant of Mycobacterium smegmatis was tested for intein beneficial function. The recA gene was replaced with an allelic gene from Mycobacterium tuberculosis with and without its intein (Papavinasasundaram et al., 1998; Frischkorn et al., 1998). The M. smegmatis recA deletion mutant was sensitive to DNA damage but supplementing the deletion variant with M. tuberculosis recA gene the function of the wild type recA deletion was recovered. There was no difference if recA contained an intein or the intein was absent. Hence, there is no indication that the intein provides any advantage for the organism.

An obvious function would be intein mediated gene regulation since inteins are found inserted in active sites of genes. Thus, the host gene is inactive until the intein sequence has been removed (Paulus, 2003). Controlled protein splicing mechanism could regulate gene activation. In the presence of natural split inteins the function of inteins might be more obvious. Only if the split intein parts are present simultaneously and the split inteins associate trans protein splicing generate a functional protein (Wu et al., 1998a).

In addition to trans protein splicing could regulate protein function redox potential could regulate protein splicing in some genes (Callahan et al., 2011). A CxxC motif was identified in an intein and was introduced in a model system at the N-protein splicing junction sequence. The CxxC motif was introduced with the two Cys being the -3 and the 1 residue, respectively. The cysteines worked as a redox trap of the intein by disulfide bridge formation between Cys-3 and Cys1 (CxxC motif). Cys1 is essential for the protein splicing mechanism and protein splicing could only proceed when the disulfide bond was reduced (Callahan et al., 2011). Thus, it indicates that inteins could produce a precursor protein that would be unable to perform protein splicing under oxidizing conditions. This could generate a high concentration of inactive precursor proteins and if cell conditions change, protein splicing could rapidly generate new functional proteins.

One more function of intein could be to increase protein diversity. As mentioned in Section 2.1 it has recently been shown that inteins can perform intermolecular reaction (Aranko et al., 2013b). Inteins could increase the molecular diversity by an intein-mediated protein alternative splicing reaction where inteins containing different extein sequences could cross-react. Protein diversity can then be enhanced from a single genetic background. However, proof of this principle in a biological relevant context has not been provided.
2.2 Protein Splicing Mechanism

Protein splicing mechanism of inteins has been well studied and a generally accepted opinion on the process has been accepted (see Figure 4). However, with increasing knowledge on inteins a need to divide the mechanism into different classes has been recognised (Southworth et al., 2000; Tori et al., 2010). Studies have shown that inteins perform protein splicing by different mechanisms and consequently inteins have been divided into three different classes based upon sequence homology and what reaction mechanism they are likely to follow.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4** Schematic representation of intein class I, II, and III protein splicing mechanism (Modified from Tori et al., 2010).

The majority of identified inteins are classified as class I (Perler, 2002) and this is the best-studied intein class. In the following sections the variation of the different classes will be described.

### 2.2.1 Standard Protein Splicing Mechanism

In this section the general protein splicing mechanism for class I inteins is described (see Figure 4). The protein splicing reaction consists of four steps where the first step is an S(O)-N acyl shift of the first intein residue (Cys or Ser) on the scissile bond of the last residue of the N-extein. This generates a linear (thio)ester intermediate (Xu and Perler, 1996; Shao et al., 1996). The (thio)ester bond was identified in a model system of an
intein containing no C-extein and the system was treated with a weak nucleophilic reagents (hydroxylamine) (Xu and Perler, 1996). It was assumed that hydroxylamine would not break a peptide bond but would lead to increased cleavage reaction of a (thio)ester. The experiments showed that the presence of hydroxylamine increased the cleavage reaction at the N-terminal protein splicing junction. In step 2 a transesterification occurs where the (thio)ester formed in step 1 is cleaved by the +1 C-extein residue (Cys, Ser, or Thr). This forms a branched (thio)ester intermediate. The branched intermediate was initially identified in a model system where a slow migrating protein band was identified on a SDS-PAGE gel. N-terminal sequencing of the protein band showed the presence of two free N-termini (Xu et al., 1993). Step 3 involves a cyclization of the last intein residue that most often is an Asn. This generates an aminosuccinimide and the extein part is released from the intein (Shao et al., 1995; Xu et al., 1994). The formation of the aminosuccinimide was shown by cyanogen bromide (CNBr) treatment of an intein mutant. Cyanogen bromide cleaved a part of a model peptide at the intein C-terminus and the cleaved part was identified with mass spectrometry (MS). The MS data indicated that aminosuccinimide formation was likely a mechanism for the peptide cleavage. In step 4 a rapid acyl shift generates an amide bond in the extein and the mature protein is formed. The aminosuccinimide in the intein is hydrolyzed and the Asn is re-generated (Xu and Perler, 1996; Shao and Paulus, 1997).

2.2.2 Variations of the Standard Protein Splicing Mechanism

In addition to the described standard protein splicing mechanism of class I inteins explained above different variations exist. Inteins contain conserved sequence motif (Block A, B, F, and G), but variations in the sequence motif have led to classification of inteins into three different classes (I, II, and III). Inteins which are lacking Cys or Ser as the first residue belong to class II and III and are described in following sections.

Class II Inteins

Inteins identified as class II contain an Ala as the first intein residue. Mutation of class I intein where Cys1 has been replaced by Ala prevents the formation of the initial (thio)ester bond, and thus prevents occurrence of the protein splicing reaction. Initially, it was thought that inteins encompassing an Alal residue were inactive intein elements (Gorbatenya, 1998). A study on KlbA intein from Methanococcus jannaschii (MjaKlbA intein) containing an initial Ala showed that the intein was proficient in protein splicing (Southworth et al., 2000). These inteins have adopted a different mechanism to circumvent the first step of the standard protein splicing mechanism where it has been suggested that the +1 residue makes a direct attack on the -1 scissile bond and forms a branched intermediate (see Figure 4). The structure of MjaKlbA intein has been determined but the alternative mechanism is still unclear from the structure (Johnson et al., 2007a; Johnson et al., 2007b).
Class III Inteins

DnaB intein from Mycobacteriophage Bethlehem (MP-DnaB intein) was the first reported intein as class III (Tori et al., 2010). This intein class lacks the initial Cys or Ser, and the protein splicing mechanism is suggested to involve a Trp-Cys-Thr (WCT) triplet. The Trp is located two residues downstream of the conserved block B His. Further the intein lacks the highly conserved block B Thr (see Figure 2). The Thr of the WCT triplet is the third last residue of the intein located in a central β-hairpin and it was suggested that the Trp and Thr have a structural role and are not directly involved in the reaction mechanism. The Cys of the WCT triplet is located in block F where inteins often accommodate an Asp. The role of the Cys is postulated to be important in N- and C-terminal cleavage where the Cys initiates the first step of the protein splicing by attacking the N-terminal splice junction and forms a block F branched intermediate (see Figure 4). In an intein mutant the branched intermediate has been identified where N-terminal sequencing gave two amino acid signals (Brace et al., 2010). By a transesterification the N-extein is then transferred to the +1 residue forming a branched intermediate as described in other inteins (Tori et al., 2010; Brace et al., 2010).

2.2.3 Cleavage Reaction during Protein Splicing

The protein splicing mechanism described above has been investigated using model systems. Initially it was believed that the native extein sequences were needed for the protein splicing reaction. But it was early realised that protein splicing could occur with foreign extein sequences and in a foreign organism (Cooper et al., 1993). However, when inteins are used in foreign extein contexts protein splicing may become ineffective and side products formation can occur, which is referred to as cleavage reaction (see Figure 5).

![Figure 5](image_url) Protein splicing and side product formation by intein reaction. The black arrow indicates the protein splicing product formation. The grey arrows indicate bi-products formation by N- or C-cleavage reaction.

The cleavage reaction can occur at the peptide bond between the -1 or the +1 residue and the intein and is referred to as N- and C-cleavage, respectively. The cleavage reaction at the N-terminal splice junction can be caused by hydrolyses of the (thio)ester intermediate.
that is formed in step 1 of the protein splicing mechanism or at the (thio)ester that occurs in the branched intermediate (Noren et al., 2000). Cleavage reaction at the C-terminal protein splicing junction can occur by Asn cyclization happening before the transesterification has occurred in step 2. (Xu and Perler, 1996; Chong et al., 1998; Mathys et al., 1999; Shemella et al., 2007)

2.2.4 Conserved Residues in the Protein Splicing Mechanism

In an attempt to understand the intein protein splicing mechanism many mutational characterizations have been performed. Initial studies identified the N- and C-protein splicing junction thereby identifying the sequence boundary between intein and extein (Davis et al., 1992; Hodges et al., 1992). Further studies have focused on how inteins work and which amino acid residues are involved in the protein splicing. The following sections provides a description of mutation studies performed on conserved residues located in the conserved sequence motifs A, B, F, and G (see Figure 6).

![Figure 6](image.png)  
*Figure 6  A stereo view of post protein splicing structure of MtuRecA intein (PDB: 2IN0, Van Roey et al., 2007). The conserved sequence blocks A, B, F, and G is highlighted in dark grey. The highly conserved residues block A Cys1, block B Thr70 and His73, block F Asp422, and block G Asn440 and penultimate His439 are shown in sticks and coloured black.*

A general conclusion on which residues catalyse the protein splicing reaction is not possible and the literature results indicate that residues are most likely intein specific in functionality. This indicates that inteins have different mechanisms and timing of the protein splicing reaction steps.

**Block A Residue Mutation**

In class I inteins the first residue of the block A sequence motif is directly involved in the protein splicing. In most inteins this is a Cys or Ser. Thr has not been found as the first intein residue yet but mutation of the first intein residue to Thr protein splicing can still occur for some inteins at a reduced efficiency (Hodges et al., 1992). A Cys1 or Ser1 mutation to the opposite is not always compatible with the inteins (Chong et al., 1996).
Mutation of residue one in inteins, often to an Ala, prevents protein splicing reaction from occurring but in some inteins cleavage at the C-junction occurs (Van Roay et al., 2007; Ding et al., 2003; Du et al., 2011a). A C1A mutation can also blocks any reaction from occurring in other inteins (Pearl et al., 2007b).

Obvious exceptions to this are inteins that belong to class II and III, which still are able to do protein splicing since they naturally exists without Cys or Ser as the first residue. Protein splicing was still proficient when Ala1 or Pro1 was mutated to Cys in MjaKlB intein and MP-DnaB intein, respectively (Southworth et al., 2000; Tori et al., 2010).

**Block B Residue Mutation**

Block B TxxH residues are some of the most conserved intein residues that are not directly involved in the protein splicing reaction. The structures of inteins have shown that the residues are in close proximity to the first intein residue and can form hydrogen bond with the -1 N-scissile bond (Klabunde et al., 1998; Poland et al., 2000). Both block B Thr and His are believed to be important for the initial step in protein the protein splicing mechanism. The block B Thr is not as well studied as block B His but mutation of the Thr in some inteins have shown to completely blocks the protein splicing reaction (Pearl et al., 2007b; O’Brien et al., 2010).

The block B His is believed to be important for activation of the first step in the protein splicing mechanism and a mutation of the block B His abolished the protein splicing reaction and only N- or C-cleavage is observed in the mutants (Ghosh et al., 2001; Du et al., 2009; Johnson et al., 2007a). Thus, it indicates block B His is essential for the protein splicing product formation. However, based upon sequence prediction CDC21-1 intein form *Thermococcus kodakaraensis* does not contain a block B His but it is still fully proficient in protein splicing (Tori et al., 2012). An alternative mechanism was suggested that involved a non-conserved Lys residue. Similar was observed when block B His in PRP8 intein from *Cryptococcus neoformans* (CnePRP8 intein) was mutated where minute amount of protein splicing seen (Pearl et al., 2007b). It has been indicated that block B His is important in the initial reaction step by destabilising of the -1 scissile peptide bond (Binschik and Mootz, 2013). SspDnaB intein was able to perform protein splicing in a block B His to Ala mutant when the Cys1 was N-methylated. The N-methylation of the peptide bond destabilises the peptide bond. The block B His has been further characterised in RecA intein from *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (MtuRecA intein) where the pKₐ was determined to 7.3 in a protein construct with a N-extein and C1A mutation (Du et al., 2009). The pKₐ of the same residue was determined to be below 3.5 in a post protein splicing construct with the wild type Cys1. It was suggested that His could act as base to initiate the reaction and by the lower pKₐ act as acid that helps break the -1 scissile bond.

**Block F Residue Mutation**

A conserved Asp is commonly found in block F at position four, but other amino acids are also found at the same position (see Figure 2) (Perler, 2002). The block F Asp has been
suggested to have a dual role in catalysing and coordinating the protein splicing (van Roey et al., 2007). Mutation of the block F Asp in MtuRecA intein and NpuDnaE intein predominantly led to C-cleavage reaction (van Roey et al., 2007; Ramirez et al., 2013), while the same mutation in CnePRP8 intein made the intein inactive and no cleavage product was observed (Pearl et al., 2007b). The structure of MtuRecA intein has been determined by solution NMR and the block F Asp (D422) pKₐ was determined to ~6 in a post protein splicing construct and the same pKₐ value was observed in a construct bearing a N-extein. The determined pKₐ value is evaluated compared to typical Asp pKₐ value that is around 4.1 (Du et al., 2008; Du et al., 2011b; Berg et al., 2002). However, it must be noted that the studies are done on inteins without any C-extein. Above it was mentioned that mutation of block F Asp in MtuRecA intein affects the protein splicing and mainly C-cleavage occur (van Roey et al., 2007). Therefore, the presence of a C-extein must influence block F Asp and the block F Asp is likely to be involved in controlling Asn cyclization in MtuRecA intein (van Roey et al., 2007). Additionally, when no C-extein is present a free carboxyl-terminal is located in the central cavity changing surroundings of the active site.

**Block G Residue Mutation**

Block G sequence motif is the last part of the intein sequence (see Figure 2). The last residue of inteins is important for breaking the bond between the intein and C-extein and this residue is most commonly an Asn (step 3 in the protein splicing mechanism). Mutation of Asn to Ala produced mainly intact precursor protein in some inteins (Chong et al., 1996; Pearl et al., 2007b). However, in other inteins the same mutation lead to N-cleavage (van Roey et al., 2007; Johnson et al., 2007a).

DNA polymerase II intein from *Pyrococcus abyssi* (*PabPolII intein*), which is ending on an atypical Gln, is able to facilitate protein splicing *in vitro* (Mills et al., 2004). Mutating Gln to Asn protein splicing was facilitated at a slightly increased rate with improved efficiency. The NMR structure of PabPolII intein was later determined but the structure did not give any insight into why Gln is functional as last intein residue (Du et al., 2011a). Ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase 1 intein from *Chilo iridescent virus* (CivRIR1 intein) is also ending on an atypical Gln and has been shown to facilitate protein splicing *in vivo*. Mutating last Gln to Asn still facilitated protein splicing but with reduced efficiency as opposite with PabPolIII intein (Amitai et al., 2004). Additionally, it has been discovered that some inteins have an Asp as the last intein residue. Ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase 1 intein from *Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans* (ChyRIR1) ends on an Asp and facilitated protein splicing *in vivo* but the protein splicing efficiency was poor and mainly yielded N-cleavage. Mutating the Asp to Asn, Gln, Glu, or Ala completely abolished the protein splicing product of ChyRIR1 intein (Amitai et al., 2004). Interestingly, ChyRIR1 intein with an Asp to Ala mutation was able to undergo C-cleavage indicating the C-cleavage was independent of on Asp or Asn cyclization.

The +1 residue of block G is important for ligation of the N- and C-extein parts and it is the only extein residue involved the protein splicing reaction. The pKₐ of MtuRecA intein Cys+1 was estimated to 5.8 (Shingledecker et al., 2000) and this low pKₐ value
(normally at \(\sim 8.0\)) makes the Cys+1 residue more reactive. This is most likely reason for disulfide bond formation between Cys1 and Cys+1 under slight oxidizing conditions (Mills et al., 1998; Lew et al., 1998; Chen et al., 2012).

A penultimate block G His has been identified in many inteins. Clp protease intein from *Chlamydomonas eugametos* that contains a penultimate Gly was inactive but mutating the penultimate Gly to His protein splicing ability was recovered (Wang and Liu, 1997). Additionally, mutation of SceVMA intein penultimate His decreased the protein splicing efficiency (Chong et al., 1998). Based on this it was believed that the penultimate block G His catalyses Asn cyclization (step 3 in the protein splicing mechanism). However, later the opposite have been shown when the penultimate His has been mutated to Ala protein splicing was still proficient (Kerrigan et al., 2009). The fact that many discovered inteins do not contain a penultimate His and are still proficient in protein splicing indicates that the presence of penultimate His is not essential and the role is not of the penultimate His is unclear (Wu et al., 1998a; Chen et al., 2000; Perler, 2002).

It is obvious that mutations of the same conserved residues in different inteins have a different effect on protein splicing. Thus, no general conclusion can be made about how the intein protein splicing is catalysed but rather the studies provide an insight in a specific intein mechanism. Because of this diversity in the intein mechanism it is difficult to understand how the protein splicing reaction influenced when inteins are applied in foreign context. In next section work performed to understand how the extein sequence can influence protein splicing is described.

### 2.2.5 Extelin Sequences and Effect on Protein Splicing Efficiency

The protein splicing mechanism of inteins is generally well established as discussed previously. It is clear the intein sequence catalyses and coordinates the protein splicing. The effect of extein sequence on protein splicing is not fully understood. The flanking extein residues -2, -1, +2, and +3, which are not directly involved in the reaction can influence the protein splicing (Chong et al., 1998; Iwai et al., 2006; Amitai et al., 2009). The effect of foreign extein sequences at the protein splicing junction is observed by cleavage reaction or the presence of intact protein splicing precursors. Influence of extein residues on the protein splicing is unclear but understanding the effect of the flanking extein residues is particularly important when applying inteins in biotechnological applications (see Section 2.4). Few systematic studies on the extein residues influence on protein splicing have been performed and will be described further in this section but it still remains unclear how the extein influence the reaction.

*MxeGyrA* intein -1 residue influence on protein splicing was investigated by systematically change the -1 residue to all 20 standard amino acids. *MxeGyrA* intein showed highest protein splicing efficient with a Tyr or a Phe at the -1 residue position where Tyr is the wild type residue (Southworth et al., 1999). Trp at the -1 residue position had more than 50% protein splicing efficiency while other residues showed significant lower protein splicing efficiency. In contrary *SceVMA* intein seems less sensitive to mutation at residues at the -1 residue position. The wild type -1 residue is a Gly and by
changing the residue to all 20 common amino acids it was only with Val, Leu, Ile, Cys, Asn, or Pro that reduced protein splicing efficiency was observed (Chong et al., 1998). CnePRP8 intein is sensitive to mutation of the wild type Ala-1 residue to β-branched amino acid residue (Thr, Val, Ile) and hydrophobic residues (Leu) (Pearl et al., 2007a). No further systematic analysis was performed on CnePRP8 intein.

The natural split DnaE intein from Synechocystis sp. strain PCC6803 (SspDnaE intein) and Nostoc punctiforme (NpuDnaE intein) have been tested systematically for the +2 residue dependency (Iwai et al., 2006). The C-intein part of SspDnaE intein was used to generate 20 mutants and trans protein splicing efficiency was tested with the N-intein part of SspDnaE intein and cross reactivity with NpuDnaE intein. The two inteins have 63% sequence identity but show a big difference in the protein splicing junction sequence tolerance. NpuDnaE intein has much higher sequence tolerance at the C-extein junction and more robust protein splicing activity (Iwai et al., 2006; Zettler et al., 2009; Shah et al., 2012). The wild type +2 residue is a Tyr for both intein and SspDnaE intein only tolerated Tyr and Phe at the +2 residue position. Trp at the +2 residue position was tolerated but protein-splicing efficiency was reduced 50%. NpuDnaE intein has high protein splicing efficiency, which upon mutation of the +2 residue position was only reduced by a Pro, Gly, or Gln, or changed residue (Lys, Arg, Asp, Glu).

Directed evolution selection of inteins is a different approach used to make inteins function in foreign extein context. Different approaches have been used to generate new functional inteins in foreign context. The split Npu/SspDnaE intein chimera was developed to perform traceless protein splicing when the C-extein residues CFN (+1 to +3) was changed to a SGV sequence (Lockless and Muir, 2009). The split intein was inserted into aminoglycoside transferase that is used for kanamycin resistance. Through several round of selection a highly functional intein with a SGV C-extein had evolved and was isolated. The final isolated intein contained four mutations. None of the mutations were located in the vicinity of the activity site but all were scattered over the entire structure of SspDnaE intein (Sun et al., 2005). A similar approach has been used to make direct developed SspDnaB intein by error prone PCR. Amplified intein was inserted into aminoglycoside transferase and a library of random intein mutants was created (Appleby-Tagoe et al., 2011). Selected mutants were continuously evolved by several rounds of PCR. As in previously described study a similar result was obtained. The isolated inteins contained mutations scattered all over the structure and none of the mutations were at the vicinity of the active site (Ding et al., 2003). A similar approach has been later used to generate a selection system of NpuDnaE intein that was inserted into aminoglycoside transferase where only the -3, -2, -1, +2, and +3 residue were selected by random mutation. It was shown that NpuDnaE intein has a wide sequence tolerance at the N-extein protein splicing junction while there was a high preference toward Trp and at the +2 residue position (Cheriyan et al., 2013). The methods showed NpuDnaE intein have a wide variability at the N-extein sequence protein splicing junction.

From this section it is clear that different inteins have a different tolerance to amino acids located at the -2, -1, +2, and +3 residue position. Closely related inteins can have high difference in the protein splicing junction sequence tolerance and the difference is not
obvious from the primary structure. To understand the difference in intein mechanism the tertiary structure of inteins have been studied and is described in following section.

2.3 The Structure of HINT Domain

Structural studies on inteins have shown that the tertiary structure of inteins belong to a structural family referred to as Hedgehog/INTein (HINT) fold (see Figure 7) (Hall et al., 1997; Dalgaard et al., 1997). As mentioned in Section 2.1.2 inteins and Hedgehog C-terminal domains are related by sharing some sequence similarity, a common fold, and similarity in function. Inteins and Hedgehog structures likely share the same mechanism for catalysing the first reaction step of a S(0)-N acyl shift generating a thioester, but the Hedgehog protein then coordinates an intermolecular reaction with cholesterol.

Figure 7 The HINT protein fold. a) Crystal structure of Drosophila melanogaster Hedgehog C-terminal domain (Hall et al., 1997). b) Crystal structure of MxeGyrA intein (Klabunde et al., 1998). N and C indicate the N- and C-termini, respectively.

To understand the mechanism of inteins several structure studies have been performed using NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography. Only one structure of a Hedgehog C-terminal domain has been determined which is derived from Drosophila melanogaster (Hall et al., 1997). Intein structures have been determined deriving from several different organisms and different host genes. Including the intein structures determined in this thesis there have been determined 11 different inteins structures originating from different organism and host genes. An overview of intein structures available in the RCSB protein data bank is listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Intein structures available in RCSB PDB. The structures are listed in order of publication date. Endonuclease containing inteins have the names for the endonuclease domain indicated in brackets. PSP: Protein Splicing Precursor; NEP: N-Extein Present; CEP: C-Extein Present; PPS: Post Protein Splicing domain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intein</th>
<th>Res.</th>
<th>RCSB</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SceVMA intein</td>
<td>2.4 Å</td>
<td>1VDE</td>
<td>PSP, contain endonuclease domain (P1-SceI)</td>
<td>Duan et al., 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MjeGyrA intein</td>
<td>2.2 Å</td>
<td>1AM2</td>
<td>NEP, C1S</td>
<td>Klabunde et al., 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SceVMA intein</td>
<td>2.0 Å</td>
<td>1DFA</td>
<td>PPS, Contain endonuclease domain (P1-SceI)</td>
<td>Hu et al., 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SceVMA intein</td>
<td>2.1 Å</td>
<td>1EF0</td>
<td>PSP, contain endonuclease domain (P1-SceI), C1A, N454A, C+1 is coordinated by Zn-ion</td>
<td>Poland et al., 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PfuRIR1-1</td>
<td>2.1 Å</td>
<td>1DQ3</td>
<td>PPS, contain endonuclease domain (P1-Pfu)</td>
<td>Ichiyanagi et al., 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SceVMA intein</td>
<td>2.1 Å</td>
<td>1JVA</td>
<td>PSP (P1-SceI intein), C1S, H79N, N454S, C+1S</td>
<td>Mizutani et al., 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SceVMA intein</td>
<td>1.35 Å</td>
<td>1GPP</td>
<td>NEP, deleted residue 184-410, R44S, V67M, I132V, L183G, N454 is deleted (C-terminal residue is H453) (P1-SceI intein)</td>
<td>Werner et al., 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SceVMA intein</td>
<td>3.5 Å</td>
<td>1LWS</td>
<td>PSP, contain endonuclease domain (P1-SceI intein) (added Ca(^{2+})), protein-DNA complex</td>
<td>Moure et al., 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SceVMA intein</td>
<td>3.2 Å</td>
<td>1LWT</td>
<td>PSP, contain endonuclease domain (P1-SceI intein) (Ca(^{2+}) free), protein-DNA complex</td>
<td>Moure et al., 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SspDnaE intein</td>
<td>2.0 Å</td>
<td>1MI8</td>
<td>PSP, C1A, N429A, deleted endonuclease domain</td>
<td>Ding et al., 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SceVMA intein</td>
<td>2.9 Å</td>
<td>1UM2</td>
<td>PSP, contain endonuclease domain (P1-SceI intein), C1S, H79N, C+1S</td>
<td>Mizutani et al., 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SspDnaE intein</td>
<td>1.95 Å</td>
<td>1ZDE</td>
<td>PSP, C1A, N158A, C+1 is coordinated by Zn-ion</td>
<td>Sun et al., 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SspDnaE intein</td>
<td>1.7 Å</td>
<td>1ZD7</td>
<td>PSP, single chain variant of natural split intein</td>
<td>Sun et al., 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TkoPolII intein</td>
<td>2.7 Å</td>
<td>2CW7</td>
<td>PSP, contain endonuclease domain (P1-PkoII)</td>
<td>Matsumura et al., 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TkoPolII intein</td>
<td>2.5 Å</td>
<td>2CW8</td>
<td>PSP, contain endonuclease domain (P1-PkoII)</td>
<td>Matsumura et al., 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MtuRecA intein</td>
<td>1.8 Å</td>
<td>2IN9</td>
<td>PSP, removed endonuclease domain</td>
<td>Van Roey et al., 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MtuRecA intein</td>
<td>1.7 Å</td>
<td>2IMZ</td>
<td>PSP, C1 is a cysteine-dioxide, V67L, removed endonuclease domain, cys</td>
<td>Van Roey et al., 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MtuRecA intein</td>
<td>1.6 Å</td>
<td>2IN0</td>
<td>PSP, V67L, removed endonuclease domain</td>
<td>Van Roey et al., 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MtuRecA intein</td>
<td>1.7 Å</td>
<td>2IN8</td>
<td>PSP, V67L, D422G, removed endonuclease domain</td>
<td>Van Roey et al., 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MjaKlbA intein</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>2JMZ</td>
<td>PSP, N168A, C+1S</td>
<td>Johnson et al., 2007a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MjaKlbA intein</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>2INQ</td>
<td>Mean structure of 2JMZ</td>
<td>Johnson et al., 2007a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NpuDnaE intein</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>2KEQ</td>
<td>NEP, C1A, single chain variant of natural split intein</td>
<td>Study II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MtuRecA intein</td>
<td>2.4 Å</td>
<td>3IGD</td>
<td>PSP, cyclic Asn, D24Y, removed endonuclease domain</td>
<td>Hiraga et al., 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MtuRecA intein</td>
<td>1.9 Å</td>
<td>3IFJ</td>
<td>PSP, cyclic Asn, F421Y, removed endonuclease domain</td>
<td>Hiraga et al., 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SspDnaE intein</td>
<td>1.55 Å</td>
<td>3NZM</td>
<td>NEP, redox trapped intein (C-3 &amp; C1 are SS-bound), single chain variant of natural split intein</td>
<td>Callahan et al., 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MutRecA intein</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>2L8L</td>
<td>PSP</td>
<td>Da et al., 2011b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PabPolII intein</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>2LCJ</td>
<td>PSP</td>
<td>Da et al., 2011a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhoRadA intein</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>2LQM</td>
<td>CEP, C1A, T+1A</td>
<td>Study IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhoRadA intein</td>
<td>1.75 Å</td>
<td>4E2T</td>
<td>CEP, C1A, T+1A</td>
<td>Study IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhoRadA intein</td>
<td>1.58 Å</td>
<td>4E2U</td>
<td>PSP, C1A, T+1A, deleted residue 121-130</td>
<td>Study IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SspDnaE intein</td>
<td>1.8 Å</td>
<td>4GIG</td>
<td>NEP, T69A, single chain variant of natural split intein</td>
<td>Dearden et al., 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NpuDnaE intein</td>
<td>1.72 Å</td>
<td>4KL5</td>
<td>PSP, C1A, C+1A, single chain variant of natural split intein</td>
<td>Aranko et al., 2013b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NpuDnaE intein</td>
<td>2.2 Å</td>
<td>4KL6</td>
<td>PSP, dimeric form, C1A, V97N, N102G, C+1A, deleted residue T76 &amp; 98-100, single chain variant of natural split intein</td>
<td>Aranko et al., 2013b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Several of the determined intein structures contain an endonuclease domain and these studies typically have focused on the endonuclease activity, DNA binding, or recognition instead of intein function (Duan et al., 1997; Ichiyanagi et al., 2000; Hu et al., 2000; Moure et al., 2002; Werner et al., 2002; Matsumura et al., 2006). Other intein structures determined are natural mini-inteins (naturally does not contain endonuclease domain) or inteins whose endonuclease domain has been deleted before structural studies (e.g. MtuRecA intein) (Hiraga et al., 2005; van Roey et al., 2007). The structure of some inteins has been determined several times as different mutants or by different techniques. For example the structure of SceVMA intein and MtuRecA intein that have been determined seven and eight times, respectively (see Table 1). In most cases the intein structures are determined as post protein splicing domains (PPS, Table 1), which contain no extein residues or in some cases only a short N- or C-extein sequence (NEP/CEP, Table 1). Few structures have been determined as protein splicing precursor that contains both a N- and C-extein sequences and these will be discussed separately in Section 2.3.2 (PSP, Table 1). Most commonly intein structures have been determined by introducing mutations at conserved residues that was described in Section 2.2.4. Those mutations prevent any reaction (protein splicing or cleavage reaction) thus making the construct stable for a period of time needed to form protein crystals or perform NMR measurements.

2.3.1 Structure of Inteins

It has been important to know the structure of inteins to understand the mechanism and how inteins could be used for biotechnological applications (see Section 2.4). Since the structure of the first intein domain (Duan et al., 1997) it became evident that intein protein splicing domain has a complex horseshoe disk-shaped like fold. The intein N- and C-termini are located in the central cavity bringing the protein splicing junction in close contact (see Figure 7b). Thus, the structures provide the basic for the excitation of intein sequence from the protein precursor, but no conclusion on intein catalyzation can be made based on their structure. Inteins are divided into different class and the majority of intein structures available are class I. To support the variation of different mechanism only one class II intein has been determined (MjaKlbA intein) (Johnson et al., 2007a) and currently there is no structural data available for a class III intein.

In general, the structures of the different inteins are similar and the structural differences are seen in the length of loop regions. Some inteins are made up of more β-strands that are found inserted between sequences block A and B. SceVMA intein structure has a different structural feature compared to other known intein structures. There is a sequence insertion after block B at residue 86-153 that is involved in DNA binding (He et al., 1998; Grindl et al., 1998). DNA binding domains are commonly not found as part of inteins. However, a DNA binding domain is also found in RIR1-1 intein from Pyrococcus furiosus (PfuRIR1-1 intein) but it is inserted between the endonuclease domain and the C-terminus part of the intein (Ichiyanagi et al., 2000).
The majority of intein structures have been resolved as post protein splicing domains where the extein sequence is completely missing. As a consequence the influence of the extein sequences on the protein splicing described in Section 2.2.5 is not understood.

2.3.2 Structure of Protein Splicing Precursor

It is evident that the extein sequence influence the protein reaction but it is unknown how this happens (see Section 2.2.5). Studies of post protein splicing intein provides no insight how the extein might be important. Few structures have been determined as protein splicing precursors where both the N- and C-extein sequences are present in the structure model. The structure of SspDnaE intein (Sun et al., 2005), SspDnaB intein (Ding et al., 2003), SceVMA intein (Poland et al., 2000; Mizutani et al., 2002), and MjaKlbA intein (Johnson et al., 2007a) has been determined as a protein splicing precursors (see Table 1). For this purpose several mutations where introduced into the inteins in order to make the constructs inactive. These mutations have been introduced into the first intein residue and the first C-extein residue, but not always both residues were mutated at the same time. In all the structures the last intein residue (Asn) was mutated to Ala or Ser. In a structure of SceVMA intein (PDB: 1JVA) the conserved block B His was mutated to Asn. Consequently, there is no structural information of an unmodified protein splicing precursor. The determined protein splicing precursor structures differ in their structural conformations. In the structures of SspDnaE intein (Sun et al., 2005), SspDnaB intein (Ding et al., 2003), SceVMA intein (Mizutani et al., 2002), and MjaKlbA intein (Johnson et al., 2007a) there is a large cavity space between the N- and C-protein splicing junction. The distance between the -1 C' and the +1 S(O) is between 8.0-9.3 Å and a large conformation exchange is needed to bring the exteins close enough together for ligation of the extein sequences. This long distance is considered an “open” conformation that exists before the initial reaction step. The “open” state conformation has a long distance between the N- and C-protein splicing junction. For the second reaction step of the protein splicing reaction to occur the protein splicing junction need to be in close proximity. Thus, a larger conformational change is needed to bring the splicing junction close together. In one structure determined of SceVMA intein the distance between -1 C’ and the +1 O is 3.8 Å and could indicate a “closed” conformation that occurs during the protein splicing reaction (Mizutani et al., 2002).

The crystal structure of MxeGyrA intein contains one N-extein residue, Ala-1, that is in an unusual cis conformation (Klabunde et al., 1998). The nature of this unusual scissile bond conformation would be to destabilize the peptide bond. A destabilised bond would be easier to break. However, MxeGyrA intein containing an Ala-1 residue was reported to have protein splicing efficiency decreased to ~10%. Since cleavage efficiency by DTT was reduced an Ala-1 residue does not seem to be a driving force for destabilization of the peptide bond and initiating the first reaction step because (Southworth et al., 1999). It is questionable if the observed conformation of Ala-1 is caused by the C1S mutation, absence of a C-extein in the structure, or the N-extein consists of only one residue which gives additional conformation freedom. An NMR spectroscopic study has provided
supporting results for the unusual scissile bond conformation in *Mxe*GyrA intein (Romanelli *et al.*, 2004). *Mxe*GyrA intein construct bearing an AAMRF N-extein with no C-extein and a N198A mutation had an unusual \(^1J_{NC'}\) coupling of 12.3 ± 0.3 Hz for the -1 scissile amide bond. Other reported \(^1J_{NC'}\) value about 13.5-17.5 Hz (Delaglio *et al.*, 1991; Juranić *et al.*, 1995; Liu and Prestegard, 2009). The difference in J-coupling is not big but the smaller J-coupling was interpreted as lengthening of the amide bond that would make the breaking of the peptide bond easier (Romanelli *et al.*, 2004).

Opposite to the previously described unusual cis conformation a normal trans conformation of the -1 scissile bond is seen in the other protein splicing precursors (Poland *et al.*, 2000; Mizutani *et al.*, 2002; Sun *et al.*, 2005; Ding *et al.*, 2003). However, the Gly-1 τ angle (N-Cα-C') of SceVMA intein precursor was reported distorted from the ideal 110° angle (105°, molecule A) (Poland *et al.*, 2000), which could facilitate the initial step in the protein splicing mechanism. In the protein splicing precursor of *Ssp*DnaB intein Ser+1 τ angle was reported distorted (122°) and this could favour the Asn cyclisation step (Ding *et al.*, 2003). The two different inteins have a different angle distorted. This could be interpreted by the inteins slight difference in protein splicing mechanism or the two inteins being in a different conformation.

As described before inteins are divided into three different classes based on their protein splicing mechanism, but it is possible that class I intein have slight different timing in the occurrence of the protein splicing. The structures of precursor proteins provide a further understanding of intein mechanism but most of the structures are in an “open” conformation that needs to change to a “closed” conformation. How the extein sequence can influence the protein splicing is still not evident from the precursor structures.

### 2.3.3 Bacterial Intein-Like Domain

A different protein class that belongs to the HINT fold family is the Bacterial Intein-Like (BIL) protein domains (Aranko *et al.*, 2013a). BIL domains are interesting because they are able to perform protein splicing despite they are not considered inteins. Identified BIL domains are between 130-156 amino residues and they share common sequence motifs with other HINT domains (Amitai *et al.*, 2003; Dassa *et al.*, 2004b). However, they contain additional unique sequence motifs, which are not found in other HINT protein. BIL domains differ from inteins by being inserted between domains instead of in conserved active sites regions and BIL domains do not contain any endonuclease domains. BIL domains differ from Hedgehog C-terminal domains by being flanked by different domains, they also contain different conserved sequence motifs, and they can occur in bacteria while Hedgehog protein are only found in metazoan (Amitai *et al.*, 2003).

BIL domains are divided into A, B, and C-type based upon sequence features (Amitai *et al.*, 2003; Dori-Bachash *et al.*, 2009). A striking difference between inteins and BIL domains is the amino acid residue at +1 position, where inteins have a conserved Cys/Ser/Thr residue and BIL domains have higher amino acid diversity at the same position (e.g. Ala, Val, Lys, Tyr, etc). In spite of the presence of unusual +1 residue BIL domains are able to perform protein splicing albeit at low efficiency (20-25%) (Dassa *et al*.
However, *Magnetospirillum magnetotacticum* strain MS-1 type A BIL-domain was reported to only produce cleavage reaction but protein splicing was recovered at low efficiency by mutating the wild type Tyr+1 to Cys (Southworth *et al.*, 2004). Opposite, an A+1C mutation in BIL4 domain from *Clostridium thermocellum* made protein splicing very efficient as seen in other inteins (Aranko *et al.*, 2013a).

The function of BIL domains is unclear but experimental results have shown this type of HINT domains can perform protein splicing and cleavage reaction. This might be a mechanism to diversify gene population (Dassa *et al.*, 2004b; Dori-Bachash *et al.*, 2009).

### 2.4 Applications of Intein Technology

Intein technology has opened various possible biotechnological applications. The first important discovery was that inteins could perform protein splicing in non-native context, which allows modifications in foreign organisms and with foreign extein sequences. Secondly, the discovery of split inteins, either naturally split inteins or engineered split inteins, has been used for many protein *trans* splicing applications.

![Biotechnical applications of inteins](image)

**Figure 8** Biotechnical applications of inteins. a) Site specific chemical modification. b) Segmental isotope labelling. c) Protein cyclization.

Intein mutants have been used for protein purification because of their ability to induce cleavage of the peptide bond in controlled conditions. This has been achieved by mutating the last Asn of the intein to Ala, which prevents C-cleavage from occurring. The protein of interest (POI) is then expressed as fusion protein with a C-terminal modified intein and an additional protein purification tag. The modified intein is unable to perform the full protein splicing reaction but is able to form initial thio(ester) that can be cleaved at controlled condition by addition of a thiol like DTT. This is was to perform protease free cleavage. Similarly intein mutants have been modified for cleavage by Asn cyclization.
where POI is fused at the intein C-terminus (Xu et al., 2000). Cleavage reaction has also been controlled with pH sensitive inteins or temperature controlled conditions (Wood et al., 1999; Southworth et al., 1999; Mills et al., 2006). This makes it possible to express target gene in E. coli at 37 °C and during protein purification steps change the temperature or pH to induce the cleavage.

2.4.1 Split Inteins and Site Specific Modification

Since the first intein structure was determined (Duan et al., 1997) it was obvious that many inteins were composed of an intein protein splicing domain and an endonuclease domain. It is possible to reduce the intein size by genetically removing the endonuclease domain and, thus, creating a mini-intein (Derbyshire et al., 1997; Wu et al., 1998b; Hiraga et al., 2005). Natural split inteins are split where the endonuclease domain is found inserted in inteins. Split inteins have been engineered by splitting the intein at the same site where the endonuclease domain is found inserted and where natural split inteins contain a split site. Actually was the first split intein genetically split in two parts before the first natural split intein was reported (Derbyshire et al., 1997). Different split inteins have been engineered by changing position of the split site in primary structure. The split sites have been moved closer to either terminus to make the one split intein part smaller. An engineered SspDnaB mini-intein has been split with the N-intein part consisting of 11 amino acids though the protein splicing efficiency was lower than when the split site was located at the endonuclease domain (Sun et al., 2004). Split sites located near the intein C-terminus have been created of natural split inteins SspDnaE intein and NpuDnaE intein (Aranko et al., 2009). The shorter C-split intein consisted of 15 and 14 residues for SspDnaE intein and NpuDnaE intein, respectively. The shorter split inteins are of high interest for site-specific chemical modification of protein (see Figure 8). Short peptides are cheaper for chemical synthesis making them more attractive. A short peptide can be modified as desired and such obtained a modified peptide can be attached to POI using inteins. Split inteins have been used to generate proteins with different modifications e.g. labelling of fluorescence tags at N- or C-terminus (Ludwig et al., 2006; Kurpiers and Mootz, 2007; Volkammn and Liu, 2009), lipidation (glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchor) (Olschewski et al., 2007), and in cell labelling (Giriat and Muir, 2003; Borra et al., 2012). Split intein technology has also been utilised for segmental isotope labelling and protein cyclization (see Section 2.4.2 and 2.4.3).

2.4.2 Segmental Isotope Labelling

Inteins have a big potential in biological NMR to overcome problems of signal overlap when working with larger proteins (>25 kDa). An approach to reduce signal overlap is to incorporate single amino acid residues labelled thereby less signals are observed. This method may not be practically applicable because of the cost and time needed for sample preparation. Intein mediated protein trans splicing makes it possible to incorporate a
specific part of the peptide chain stable isotopic labelled rather than only single amino acids (Wider and Wüthrich, 1999). This also reduces the amount of signal overlaps but the approach is applicable for conventional NMR schemes when performing resonance assignment and structure determination (Vitali et al., 2006). Segmental isotope labelling makes NMR studies on non-truncated proteins feasible which may be important for understanding the biological function of proteins.

The principle of segmental isotope labelling was first demonstrated by labelling the C-terminal domain of the RNA polymerase α subunit using artificially engineered split PI-PfuI inteins (Yamazaki et al., 1998). The different split parts were expressed separately and protein splicing was performed in vitro. Later segmental isotope labelling of maltose binding protein (Otomo et al., 1999) and the F₀F₁ ATPase β subunit (Yagi et al., 2004) has been demonstrated. However, wide utilization of segmental isotope labelling using artificial split inteins has been limited due to the precursor segments may become insoluble. Refolding from denaturizing conditions and optimization of reaction conditions hamper the application.

A significant improvement in segmental isotope labelling technique came with the idea to perform it in vivo (Züger and Iwai, 2005). The principle is to make a segmental isotope labelled protein from a single culture. The technique requires co-transformation of cells with two plasmids containing the different precursor segments. Each vectors contains a different promoters that allow controlled protein expression of the different precursor segments. Initially one of the precursor segments is expressed in an isotope labelled or unlabelled form. The cell culture is then collected by centrifugation and the media is exchanged and the other precursor part is expressed. This technique has been used to segmental isotopic label multiple domain proteins with a molecular weight up to 140 kDa (Muona et al., 2008; Minato et al., 2012).

The described segmental isotope labelling technique allows labelling of the N- or C-terminal part of POI (see Figure 8). However, segmental isotope labelling of a middle part posses an additional technical challenge. The principle of labelling the middle part has been demonstrated using two orthologous engineered split PI-PfuI and PI-PfuII inteins (Otomo et al., 1999). However, the yield from the protein splicing reaction was limited by the need of protein refolding and reaction condition optimization. Three piece ligation has been improved by the use of one natural robust split NpuDnaE intein. The reaction was performed in combination of in vivo and in vitro ligation but did not require refolding of precursor fragments (Busche et al., 2010). A later approach for three piece ligation used electrostatic controlled reaction by engineered NpuDnaE intein for in vitro ligation (Shah et al., 2011).

### 2.4.3 Protein Cyclization

Cyclization of proteins or small peptides is an interesting modification that makes polypeptide chains chemically and thermally more stable and resistant to enzymatic degradation from exopeptidases. Cyclic polypeptide chain would be of particular interest for therapeutic applications where increased half-life of polypeptide as therapeutic agents
would be of importance. Natural cyclic peptides exist derived from plants, mammals, and microbes where they have been found to have various biological properties e.g. antimicrobial, trypsin inhibitor, and pesticide (Saether et al., 1995; Tang et al., 1999; Luckett et al., 1999). The exact mechanism for synthesis of cyclic peptides is complex and it is not well understood (Craik, 2006). Protein cyclization could be induced in vivo and in vitro using inteins.

Split intein arranged on a single extein sequence can be used for protein cyclization (see Figure 8). The C-intein is fused to the N-terminal of the extein sequence and the N-intein is fused to C-terminal of the extein sequence. This method has been used to produce recombinant cyclic polypeptide chain of dihydrofolate reductase (Scott et al., 1999), maltose binding protein (Evans et al., 2000), green fluorescence protein (Iwai et al., 2001), bacterial acyl carrier protein (Volkmann et al., 2010), and Momordica cochinchinensis trypsin inhibitor II (Jagadish et al., 2013).

A different intein-mediated approach for protein cyclization is to use inteins to generate a thioester that is used in native chemical ligation or expressed protein ligation (EPL) (Muir et al., 1998; Evans et al., 1998). EPL is based on the reaction between a polypeptide containing a C-terminal thioester and a polypeptide containing an N-terminal cysteine (Dawson et al., 1994). Inteins have been used in EPL to generate a C-terminal thioester that can undergo intra or inter molecular reaction to generate cyclic polypeptide or ligated product (Evans et al., 1999b). This method has been used to generate cyclic β-lactamase (Iwai & Plückthun, 1999), Src homology 3 domain (Camarero and Muir, 1999), and Momordica cochinchinensis trypsin inhibitor II (Camarero et al., 2007). A similar approach is a two-intein system (TWIN) where an intein is located at both N- and C-terminal end of POI (Evans et al., 1999a). The inteins are modified in order to perform cleavage reaction at the junction sequences at POI. A problem with this approach is that inter-molecular reactions can occur which can lead to polymerization rather the intra-molecular reaction that would form a cyclic peptide.

Inteins have many possible biotechnological applications. However, these applications are only interesting if the protein splicing reaction is very efficient. This highlights the requirement of a better understanding on how foreign extein sequences influence protein splicing. A way to explain and understand the function of macromolecules is by structure determination.

### 2.5 Structure Determination Methods

The main methods used in structural biology include NMR spectroscopy, X-ray crystallography, and cryo-electron microscopy. In this thesis NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography have been used for structure determination of proteins at high resolution. In the following section the general procedure for structure determination using the two methods is described.
2.5.1 Protein Sample Preparation

Structural studies with NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography require similar initial steps of molecular cloning to generate a protein construct that can be used for recombinant protein production and purification. However, X-ray crystallography is not dependent on recombinant proteins production. Proteins that are highly abundant in a natural source can be purified directly and used for structural studies. NMR spectroscopy structure determination requires stable isotope labelling ($^{2}$H, $^{13}$C, $^{15}$N) of target protein. NMR studies of protein are limited by the ability to obtain a stable isotopically labelled sample. Protein expression is then typically limited to expression of recombinant proteins in *E. coli* or cell free protein expression systems (Ohki and Kainosho, 2008). The protein should be stable (no degradation or precipitation) at experimental conditions for the time needed to complete measurements. If the protein is unstable or unfolded re-cloning of a new protein construct might be needed (see Figure 9a). For structure determination standard NMR spectroscopy techniques is limited to molecules at ~25-30 kDa (Goto and Kay, 2000). In higher molecular weight systems signal overlap becomes a problem and too fast relaxation of the NMR signal becomes a problem because of slow molecular tumbling properties. Transverse relaxation optimized spectroscopy (TROSY) is a technique that is used when working on higher molecular systems (Pervushin et al., 1997). TROSY is used to select slowly relaxing NMR signals that make it possible to work with large proteins. Only in special cases with special isotopic labelling structure determination of higher molecular weight systems is possible (Tugarinov et al., 2005; Kainosho et al., 2006; Gautier et al., 2010).

X-ray crystallography has been used for structure determinations at atomic details of large macromolecules (Wynne et al., 1999; Ban et al., 2000). The limiting factor in X-ray crystallography is the ability to obtain protein crystals that diffract X-rays to high resolution. The formation of protein crystals requires a soluble protein that is able to self-associate (nucleation process). Self-association is a random process that depends on weak molecular forces. Thus, a very pure protein sample (>99%) is needed to improve the chances for the association to occur. The process of crystallization has been highly automated for high throughput (Chayen and Saridakis, 2008). Crystallization setup is used to screen a large sampling space for different crystallization conditions.

2D NMR spectra are typically assessed to judge quality the NMR sample. From a 2D NMR spectrum the quality of the protein sample can be assessed by determining if the number of expected signals is present and the signals well resolved or if the protein is unfolded. This gives useful information whether a new protein construct would be required (see Figure 9). NMR spectroscopy has been suggested as useful tool for screening of protein constructs that could be selected for crystallization based on 1D NMR spectra quality (signal dispersion/line width/folded state) (Page et al., 2005). However, studies have indicated there is no correlation between the 2D NMR spectra quality that are suitable for NMR structure determination and the success rate in crystallization studies (Snyder et al., 2005; Yee et al., 2005). It is not always possible to obtain protein crystals for structure determination and protein constructs might need optimization. Protein crystallization relies on weak inter-molecular interactions to form crystals. Flexible and
unstructured part is often a disadvantage and re-cloning of construct is needed before new screening trials for new crystallization conditions are performed (see Figure 9b) (Oksanen and Goldman, 2010; Rupp, 2010).

**Figure 9** Schematic flow diagram for a) NMR protein structure determination and b) X-ray crystallography protein crystal structure determination.

### 2.5.2 Structure Determination

Structure determination using NMR spectroscopy is based on data collection of a series of different spectra that contain different information. In a combined approach the information is used for the data analysis. Typically NMR structure determination is based on a series of 2D, 3D, or higher dimensional spectra to make the (near) complete resonance assignment, and structure determination (Sattler *et al.*, 1999; Güntert, 2009). For structure determination (almost) complete specific resonance assignment is needed together with distance constrains derived form NOESY spectra. Protein NMR structure determination is commonly based upon the measurements of Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE). NOEs are observation of nuclear dipole cross-relaxation that is transferred though space and are measured in NOESY spectra. Distance information is obtained from the
experiment of atoms up to ~6 Å apart. NOEs are divided in strong/medium/weak NOE classes based upon signal intensity that are used in the structure calculation. A lower distance constraint is typically set to 2 Å reflecting van der Walls interaction. The three classes then have different upper limit restrain (Güntert, 2009). NOEs are divided into different distance classes because the intensity of a NOE signal can be difficult to relate accurately to a distance (Cavanagh et al., 2007). Signal intensity can be affected by spin diffusion, signal overlap, or internal dynamics. Signal information from NOESY spectra and the specific resonance assignment are used for input in programs like CYANA (Güntert, 2009), or ARIA (Habeck et al., 2004). The softwares have slightly different approaches for assignment of NOEs. CYANA that is used in this thesis applies a network-anchoring approach (Hermann et al., 2002). Network anchoring is based on the observation of a NOE between two residues are not manifested by only a single NOE but several NOEs are observed between the two residues (Güntert, 2009). The method relies on calculation of an initial structure model that is used to filter (reject) NOE assignments.

A nearly complete resonance assignment is needed for accurate structure determination (Jee and Güntert, 2003) because calculation of correct initial structure is very important. Many missing or wrong resonance assignments make the NOE assignment unreliable. After an initial structure calculation several cycles of structure calculation follows which does not change the overall structure but gradually improved the NOE assignment and structure root-mean-square deviation (RMSD). Besides NOE information additional data can be used as input for the structure determination (Güntert, 1998) including secondary structure information based upon chemical shifts (Wishart and Sykes, 1994; Cornilescu et al., 1999), hydrogen bonds (Cordier and Grzesiek, 1999), scalar couplings (Torda et al., 1993), or residual dipolar couplings (Tolman et al., 1995). The different restraints can be applied in structure calculation where torsion angle dynamics typically is used and this is followed by an energy refinement in Cartesian space (Güntert et al., 1991; Güntert et al., 1997) (see Figure 9a). Molecules in solution are dynamic and conformational exchange occurs, thus the NMR data describes an average of possible conformations. Consequently, the final NMR model is an assembly of typically 20 NMR structures models that best describes the NMR data. This can be seen as less precise for the structure determination but this is perhaps one of the advantages by NMR spectroscopy. NMR spectroscopy provides the possibility to measure dynamic properties of proteins at different time scale (Palmer, 2004; Boehr et al., 2006).

As mentioned before the limiting factor in X-ray crystallography is the ability to obtain crystals that diffract X-ray waves to high resolution. A protein crystal is macroscopic object where the molecule atoms are arranged with similar orientation (Oksanen and Goldman, 2010). Protein crystals are formed by a phase transition of the protein from liquid state to crystalline state. This is achieved in experimental setup by varying different parameters like protein concentration, temperature, pH, and precipitant concentration. The protein is subjected to a state transition from a soluble phase to a metastable zone and a nucleation zone. In the nucleation zone spontaneous association can occur and protein crystals start forming (Chayen and Saridakis, 2008). In the metastable phase new protein crystals are not formed but existing crystals continue to grow. Ideally, protein crystal consists of repeating identical units, referred to as the unit cell. The unit cell is defined as
the smallest repeating unit where unit cell can be translated in all directions to make up identical units. Protein crystals are used for diffraction measurements by applying high energy X-rays on the protein crystal. The X-ray beam is scattered by the electrons located in the crystal lattice that are arranged in an ordered manner (Rupp, 2010). The scattered X-rays generate a diffraction pattern and the signal intensities of the diffractions are measured.

Initially the measured reflections are indexed, scaled, and space group is assigned based on symmetry. From diffraction experiments only the intensity can be measured and the phase information is lost. The intensity of the diffraction is proportional to the square of the structure factor. The structure factor is complex number that describes the amplitude and phase of wave but the phase information is lost in the experiment and is referred to as “the phase problem” and is the central problem in X-ray crystallography (Rupp, 2010). Solving the phase problem is needed to obtain an electron density map that can be interpreted. The phase problem is solved by additional experiments that include incorporation of heavy-metal derivatives, Selenomethionine labelling, or molecular replacement (use existing model to obtain phase information). Heavy atom derivatives are used to solve the phase problem by measurements of a native data set and a data with the incorporated heavy atoms. The data sets can then be used together to determine the phases. Solving the phase problem can only be performed if the crystals are isomorphous, meaning the incorporation of a heavy atom does not change the unit cell or the macromolecular conformation. The change in diffraction should only be the presence of the heavy atom. Selenomethionine labelling is a different approach to solve the phase problem by incorporation of heavy atoms (Hendrickson et al., 1990). Alternatively if an existing or similar structure model is available of the target macromolecule the phase problem can be solved by molecular replacement (Rossmann, 1990). After obtaining initial phases the electron density maps can be calculated and by iterative refinement and model building cycles a refined model is obtained (Rupp, 2010) (see Figure 9b).
3 Aims of the Study

The aim of this thesis is to structurally characterize selected inteins using NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography. From the structure determination the second aim is to use the structural information to guide in protein-engineering approaches. The third aim is to elucidate how the extein-intein parts interact at a structural level and apply this knowledge for rational engineering of an intein for efficient protein splicing in a non-natural, foreign extein context.

Specific aims:
- To gain high-resolution structural information on \textit{Npu}DnaE intein and \textit{Pho}RadA intein.
- To investigate molecular dynamics of \textit{Npu}DnaE intein with NMR spectroscopy.
- To use structural data to guide in protein engineering of \textit{Npu}DnaE intein and \textit{Pho}RadA intein.
- To characterize extein sequence residue influence on protein splicing efficiency and further understand extein-intein interactions in protein splicing.
4 Materials and Methods

This section summarizes the methods used in the described research and is meant to assist in understanding the following sections. For more detailed information the reader is referred to the individual publications.

4.1 Molecular cloning

4.1.1 Single Chain Variant of NpuDnaE Intein

A single chain variant of the natural split NpuDnaE intein was constructed by genetically assembling the N- and C-intein fragments derived from genomic DNA of Nostoc punctiforme (Iwai et al., 2006). A C1A mutation was introduced in NpuDnaE intein to prevent any cleavage reaction from occurring. The PCR product was inserted in pHYRSF53 vector resulting in pJDJRSF05 that expresses an N-terminal hexahistidine and yeast Smt3 purification tag followed by NpuDnaE intein single chain variant (Muona et al., 2008). The final primary structure consists of a 137 residue single chain variant of NpuDnaE intein with two N-extein glycine residues.

For crystallization of NpuDnaE intein an inactive protein splicing precursor was generated amplifying NpuDnaE intein using PCR and insert the product into pHYRSF53 vector generating pALBRSF12 (Aranko et al., 2013b). The final primary structure consists of a 137 residue single chain variant of NpuDnaE intein with three and four N- and C-extein residues, respectively. The construct contains a C1A and C+1A mutation to prevent any reaction from occurring.

4.1.2 PhoRadA Intein

The gene of PhoRadA intein was cloned from genomic DNA of Pyrococcus horikoshii (ATCC 700860). PhoRadA intein was amplified using PCR introducing a C1A mutation in the intein and a T+1A mutation in a two residue C-extein sequence (AQ). The PCR product was inserted into pRSET-A vector (Invitrogen) that expresses a 172 residue inactive intein with a two residue C-extein.

4.1.3 PhoRadA$_{\text{min}}$ Intein

PhoRadA intein was minimized genetically by removal of residues 121-130 and introducing a K131N mutation to accommodate a turn. PhoRadA$_{\text{min}}$ intein was amplified and inserted into pHYRSF53 vector generating pCARSF15 (Muona et al., 2008). The
construct expresses an N-terminal hexahistidine and yeast Smt3 fusion purification tag followed by PhoRadA$_{\text{min}}$ intein. The final primary sequence consists of a 162 PhoRadA$_{\text{min}}$ intein with a four and a two residue N- and C- extein, respectively.

4.1.4 Mutagenesis of PhoRadA Intein

Variants of PhoRadA intein were generated by mutating the -1 amino acid residue to all 20 standard residues. The 20 mutant constructs were made using pHYDuet183 as template (Ellilä et al., 2011). The construct expressing a hexahistidine-GB1-X-PhoRadA intein-GB1 protein splicing precursor where X and GB1 denotes residue subjected for 20 residue mutation and the B1 domain of IgG binding protein G, respectively.

The mutation was introduced into pHYDuet183 by cassette mutagenesis using BseRI and HindIII restriction sites or QuikChange Protocol (Stratagene) with synthetic oligonucleotides containing the mutations. An E71T mutation was introduced into constructs of PhoRadA intein bearing a D-1, E-1, and K-1 N-junction residue.

4.2 Evaluation of Cis-Splicing

In vivo cis-protein splicing efficiency of PhoRadA intein variants were evaluated by expression of individual constructs in E. coli ER2566 strain. The cells were grown in 5 mL LB-media supplied with 25 µg/mL kanamycin at 37 °C. At OD$_{600}$ ~0.5-0.6 protein expression was induced by addition of IPTG to a final concentration of 1 mM and protein expression continued for four hours. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 4,500xg at 4 °C for 10 minutes and cell pellet was kept for further purification.

Cell pellets were resuspended and lysed in 100 µL B-PER® Bacterial Protein Extraction Reagent (Thermo Scientific) and suspensions were incubated at 25 °C for 10 minutes. Cell lysates were cleared by centrifugation at 14,100xg for 5 minutes and the supernatant was loaded on Ni-NTA spin column (Qiagen). Unbound protein was removed by washing column with 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, 300 mM NaCl (pH 8.0). Bound protein was eluted from spin column by applying 150 µL 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, 300 mM NaCl, and 250 mM imidazole (pH 8.0). Elution fractions were analysed by loading samples on 18% SDS-PAGE and protein bands were visualized with PhastGelTM Blue R (GE Healthcare) stain. Protein band intensities were quantified using ImageJ 1.45 and protein splicing efficiency was determined from protein band intensity assuming the staining dye equally binds to all proteins. Protein splicing efficiency was determined from three independent protein expressions.
4.3 Protein Expression

4.3.1 Unlabelled and \(^{15}\text{N},^{13}\text{C}\) Labelled Sample of \(Npu\text{DnaE Intein}\)

\(Npu\text{DnaE intein} \) was expressed in \(E. \text{coli} \) ER2566 strain grown at \(37 \, ^\circ\text{C}\). For unlabelled and stable isotope labelled sample expressions were conducted in LB-medium and M9 media supplied with 25 \(\mu\text{g/mL}\) kanamycin, respectively. For stable isotope labelled protein expression the M9 medium was supplied with \(^{15}\text{NH}_4\text{Cl}\) and \(^{13}\text{C}\)-D-glucose as sole nitrogen and carbon sources, respectively. Cells were grown to \(OD_{600} \) 0.6 and protein expression was induced with 0.5 mM IPTG and expression continued for three hours. The cells were harvested by centrifugation at 8,900xg at 4 \(\circ\text{C}\) for 10 minutes. The cell pellet was respuspended in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8.0), and 300 mM NaCl and stored until protein purification at -80 \(\circ\text{C}\).

4.3.2 Unlabelled Sample of \(Pho\text{RadA Intein}\)

\(Pho\text{RadA intein} \) was expressed in \(E. \text{coli} \) ER2566 strain in LB-medium supplied with 100 \(\mu\text{g/mL}\) ampicillin. Cells were grown at \(37 \, ^\circ\text{C}\) and at \(OD_{600} \approx\)0.6 protein expression was induced with 0.1 mM IPTG. Protein expression continued for three hours and cells were harvested by centrifugation at 8,900xg at 4 \(\circ\text{C}\) for 10 minutes. The cell pellet was respuspended in 50 mM Tris-\(\text{HCl}\), 10 mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA (pH 7.9) and flash frozen for storage at -80 \(\circ\text{C}\) until protein purification.

4.3.3 \(^{15}\text{N},^{13}\text{C}\) Labelled Sample of \(Pho\text{RadA intein}\)

\(Pho\text{RadA intein} \) was expressed in \(E. \text{coli} \) ER2566 strain co-transformed with pLysRare plasmid to compensate for rare codons and suppress leaky expression. Cells were initially grown in LB-media supplied with 0.05\% (w/v) D-glucose, 100 \(\mu\text{g/mL}\) ampicillin, and 5 \(\mu\text{g/mL}\) chloramphenicol until \(OD_{600} \) reached ~0.5. Cells were collected by centrifugation at 900xg at 25 \(\circ\text{C}\) for 10 min and cells were respuspended in M9-media supplied with 1.3 g/L \(^{15}\text{NH}_4\text{Cl}\) and 2 g/L \(^{13}\text{C}\)-D-glucose as sole nitrogen and carbon source, respectively. Cells were then induced with a final IPTG concentration of 1 mM IPTG and protein expression continued for four hours. Cells were collected by centrifugation at 8,900xg at 4 \(\circ\text{C}\) for 10 minutes. Cell pellet was resuspended in 50 mM Tris-\(\text{HCl}\), 10 mM NaCl, and 1 mM EDTA (pH 8.0) and subsequently flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 \(\circ\text{C}\) until protein purification.
4.3.4 Unlabelled Sample of PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} Intein

PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein was expressed in \textit{E. coli} ER2566 strain in LB-medium supplied with 25 \textmu g/mL kanamycin. Cells were grown at 37 °C and at OD\textsubscript{600} ~0.6 protein expression was induced with a final IPTG concentration of 1 mM. Protein expression continued for 3 hours and cells were harvested by centrifugation at 6,700xg at 4 °C for 10 minutes. The cell pellet was respurred in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8.0), and 300 mM NaCl and flash frozen and store at -75 °C until protein purification.

4.4 Protein Purification

4.4.1 NpuDnaE Intein

Cells were disrupted by ultrasonication and cell lysate was cleared by centrifugation. The supernatant was loaded on a HisTrapFF column (GE Healthcare) and unbound protein was removed by washing the column with buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate buffer and 300 mM NaCl, pH 8.0). Bound protein was eluted from column by applying 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, 300 mM NaCl, and 250 mM imidazole (pH 8.0). Hexahistidine-tagged Smt3-NpuDnaE intein fusion protein was dialysed against PBS buffer and after dialysis the protein was digested with N-terminal hexahistidine tagged ubiquitin-like protease-1 (Ulp1) (Mossessova and Lima, 2000). The digested sample was loaded onto a HisTrapFF column to remove hexahistidine tagged Smt3 and Ulp1. NpuDnaE intein was collected in the flow-through and dialysed against 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8.0). NpuDnaE intein was concentrated using centrifugal concentrator (Amicon Ultra 4). The buffer for unlabelled and the stable isotope labelled sample was exchanged with MQ-grade water and 10 mM NaPO\textsubscript{4} buffer (pH 6.0), respectively.

4.4.2 PhoRadA Intein

Cell suspension was lysed by heating the suspension at 75 °C for 20 minutes. The solution was cleared by centrifugation at 34,000xg at 4 °C for 40 minutes. DNase I was added to the supernatant and suspension was incubated at 25 °C for 2.5 hours. The supernatant was loaded on DEAE Sepharose FF 5 mL column (GE Healthcare). Bound protein was eluted with a gradient of 2.5 M NaCl and fractions containing PhoRadA intein were dialysed against 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8.2). The dialysed sample was further purified on a MonoQ 5/50 GL ion exchange column and protein was eluted with a gradient of 2.5 M NaCl. Fractions containing PhoRadA intein were concentrated using a centrifugal concentrator (Vivaspin, GE Healthcare). For protein crystallization of unlabelled protein the buffer was exchanged with Milli-Q-grade water. Stable isotope labelled protein buffer was exchanged with 20 mM NaPO\textsubscript{4} buffer (pH 6.0).
4.4.3 *PhoRadA*$_{\text{min}}$ Intein

Thawed cells were disrupted by ultrasonication and cell lysate was cleared by centrifugation at 42,000xg at 4 °C for 45 minutes. The supernatant was loaded on a HisTrapFF column and bound protein was eluted with 50 mM sodium phosphate, 300 mM NaCl, and 250 mM imidazole (pH 8.0). Fractions containing *PhoRadA*$_{\text{min}}$ intein fusion was dialysed against PBS buffer. The dialysed fraction was digested with N-terminal hexahistidine tagged Ulp1 and loaded on HisTrapFF column and *PhoRadA*$_{\text{min}}$ intein was collected in the flow-through. *PhoRadA*$_{\text{min}}$ intein was concentrated using centrifugal concentrator (Amicon Ultra 3000-molecular-weight cutoff) and buffer was exchanged with Milli-Q-grade water.

4.5 NMR Studies

4.5.1 NMR Measurements

All NMR measurements were performed on a Varian INOVA 600 MHz or 800 MHz both equipped with a cold-probe. Measurements on *Npu*DnaE intein were performed on a 2 mM protein concentration in 10 mM NaPi buffer (pH 6.0) at 298 K. Measurements on *PhoRadA* intein was performed on a 0.4 mM protein sample in 20 mM NaPi buffer (pH 6.0) at 308 K.

For resonance assignment of *Npu*DnaE intein and *PhoRadA* intein a series of standard NMR spectra were recorded: [$^1$H,$^{15}$N]-HSQC, [$^1$H,$^{13}$C]-HSQC, HNCA, HN(CO)CA, HN(CA)CO, and CC(CO)NH, HBHA(CO)NH, HNHB, CC(CO)NH, HCC(CO)NH, H(C)CH-TOCSY with 50 ms mixing time, HCCCH-TOCSY, $^{15}$N-edited TOCSY with 50 ms mixing time. The assignments of aromatic residue side-chains were based on (HB)CB(CGCD)HD, (HB)CB(CGCDCE)HE, and CT-$[^1$H,$^{13}$C]-HSQC spectra.

All relaxation measurements were performed at a proton frequency of 600 MHz. *Npu*DnaE intein relaxation data was based upon following measurements. $T_1(15N)$-relaxation rates were determined using following $T_1$ delays: 0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, and 500 ms. $T_2(15N)$-relaxation rates were determined using a CMPG-type sequence with the interval of 1.3 ms between $^{15}$N 180° pulse in the CPMG cycles with the following $T_2$ relaxation delays: 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, 110, 150, and 190 ms (Farrow et al., 1994). Heteronuclear $^{15}$N-$[^1$H]-NOEs were determined by comparing peak intensity of [$^1$H,$^{15}$N]-HSQC spectra with and without 2.5 seconds proton saturation. *PhoRadA* intein relaxation data was based upon following measurements. $T_1(15N)$ relaxation rates were determined using the following $T_1$ delays: 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, 110, 130, and 150 ms. For $T_2(15N)$ relaxation rates, the following $T_2$ delays were used: 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, and 110 ms. Heteronuclear $^{15}$N-$[^1$H]-NOEs were determined by comparing peak intensity of [$^1$H,$^{15}$N]-HSQC spectra with and without 4.0 s of $^1$H saturation.
Materials and Methods

Spectra were recorded using VNMRJ and processed using NMRPipe (Delaglio et al., 1995). Specific resonance assignment and data analysis were performed using Sparky (SPARKY 3, University of California, San Francisco) and CcpNmr analysis (Vranken et al., 2005). Peak intensities were used for determination of relaxation rates.

4.5.2 NMR Solution Structure Determination

For structure determination of NpuDnaE intein a $^{15}$N- and $^{13}$C-edited NOESY-HSQC were recorded with 80 and 70 ms mixing time, respectively. For structure determination of PhoRadA intein a $^{15}$N-edited NOESY-HSQC spectrum and a sensitivity enhanced $^{13}$C-edited NOESY-HSQC spectrum were recorded with 80 ms and 100 ms mixing time, respectively.

Structure calculation was performed using CYANA v. 3.0 (Güntert et al., 2009). Chemical shift and unassigned NOE-peak lists were used as input for automatic NOE assignment incorporated in CYANA (Hermann et al., 2002). TALOS+ protein backbone angle were used as additional input data for the structure determination of PhoRadA intein (Shen et al., 2009). Calculations were performed using torsion angle dynamics calculation with 100 structure calculations in each cycle. The 20 structures with lowest CYANA target function in the final calculation cycle were energy refined using AMBER (Bertini et al., 2011). Protein structure quality was validated using PROCHECK-NMR (Laskowski et al., 1996) and NMR-CING software (Doreleijers et al., 2012).

4.6 X-ray Crystallography

4.6.1 Protein Crystallization

For protein crystallization NpuDnaE intein, PhoRadA intein and PhoRadA$_{min}$ intein were concentrated to 29 mg/mL, 7.1 mg/mL and 31 mg/mL, respectively. Protein crystallization experiments were performed using sitting drop vapour diffusion method at 293 K. Crystallization setups were performed using Cartesian MicroSys pipetting robot mixing 100 nL protein drops and 100 nL reservoir solution in an Innovadyne SD2 96-well plate with 80 µL well solution. Initial crystallization condition was obtained using Helsinki Random I and II screen (www.biocenter.helsinki.fi/bi/xray/automation/index.html). From initial crystallization hits, crystallization conditions were optimized using grid design varying pH, protein concentration, salt, and PEG concentration. NpuDnaE intein was collected from a drop containing 1.4 M tri-ammonium citrate/citric acid (pH 6.5). PhoRadA intein was collected from a crystal grown over several months in 0.1 M HEPES (pH 7.5) and 3 M NaCl. PhoRadA$_{min}$ intein was collected from a drop containing 1.6 M tri-sodium citrate. Crystals were picked and cryo-protected using Paratone-N before freezing in liquid nitrogen.
4.6.2 Diffraction Data Collection, Processing, and Structure Determination

Protein diffraction data were collected at European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France. Diffraction data of NpuDnaE intein, PhoRadA intein and PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein were collected at 100 K on Beam line ID23-1 and ID14-1. Diffraction data were processed using the XDS (Kabsch, 1993) or HKL2000 (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997) software packages. The phases of the NpuDnaE intein crystal structure determination protocol were solved using the NMR model of NpuDnaE intein as input using Phaser (PDB: 2KEQ, Oeemig \textit{et al.}, 2009 (Study II)) (McCoy \textit{et al.}, 2007). The phase of the PhoRadA intein structure determination protocol were solved using a preliminary NMR model of PhoRadA intein as search model using a Rosetta force-field (DiMaio \textit{et al.}, 2011). The phases of PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} were solved using Phaser with the crystal structure of PhoRadA intein as search model (McCoy \textit{et al.}, 2007). Refinement was performed using Refmac5 (Murshudov \textit{et al.}, 1997) and PHENIX (Adams \textit{et al.}, 2002). Coot was used to manually model the protein structures in the electron density map (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004).
5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Protein Crystallization

Protein crystallization was utilized to investigate the structure of NpuDnaE intein and PhoRadA intein. In order to study the protein structures with X-ray crystallization conditions of the proteins were screened using sitting drop vapour diffusion. Promising crystallization conditions were optimized with grid designed around conditions where initial crystal hits were observed. Crystal hits from screens and grid design are shown in Figure 10. An engineered minimized version of PhoRadA intein (PhoRadA<sub>min</sub>) (see Section 4.1.3 and Section 5.4) was crystallized using similar approach as with NpuDnaE intein and PhoRadA intein.

![Protein Crystals](image)

**Figure 10** Protein crystals. a) NpuDnaE intein grown in 1.4 M tri-ammonium citrate/citric acid (pH 6.5). b) PhoRadA intein grown in 0.1 M HEPES pH 7.5 and 3 M NaCl. c) PhoRadA intein grown in 0.1 M HEPES pH 7.0, 10.4% Tacsimate pH 7.0, and 3.0% PEG 3350. d) PhoRadA<sub>min</sub> crystal grown in 1.6 M tri-sodium citrate.

Crystals were picked and cryo-protected before data collection at ERSF Grenoble. The best diffracting data sets of NpuDnaE intein, PhoRadA intein, and PhoRadA<sub>min</sub> intein were collected and refined to 1.72 Å, 1.75 Å, and 1.58 Å resolution, respectively (see section 5.2 and section 5.4).
5.2 \textit{Npu}DnaE Intein Structure

\textit{Npu}DnaE intein was selected for structural studies because studies have shown it has fast, efficient, and robust protein splicing activity compared to other inteins (Iwai \textit{et al.}, 2006; Zettler \textit{et al.}, 2009; Ellilä \textit{et al.}, 2011). Thus, \textit{Npu}DnaE intein is a good target for protein engineering and it is of interest to understand the structural features of \textit{Npu}DnaE intein and therefore structural studies were performed. At the time when the studies I and II were performed one NMR intein structure had been determined (Johnson \textit{et al.}, 2007b; Johnson \textit{et al.}, 2007a) and the NMR structure of \textit{Npu}DnaE intein could give a further insight into the structural features and dynamics of intein. For the studies a single chain variant of \textit{Npu}DnaE intein was constructed by assembling the split intein parts genetically. This was performed to make the structure determination easier by having the molecule consisting of one polypeptide chain instead of two individual polypeptide chains. The single chain variant of \textit{Npu}DnaE intein shows high protein splicing efficiency as observed with the natural split intein (Iwai \textit{et al.}, 2006; Ellilä \textit{et al.}, 2011).

The single chain variant of \textit{Npu}DnaE intein was made inactive by a C1A mutation to prevent possible reaction occur during the experiments. The construct was expressed stable isotopic labelled to see if the construct was suitable for structural studies. From initial analysis of a $[^1\text{H}-^{15}\text{N}]$-HSQC spectra of \textit{Npu}DnaE intein it was observed the amide proton signals are well dispersed between 6-11 ppm (see study I), which indicates a folded protein. Most residues of \textit{Npu}DnaE intein could be assigned from the $[^1\text{H}-^{15}\text{N}]$-HSQC spectrum with the exception of residues Gly-1, 122-124, and Asn131. In total 96.4\% of \textit{H}$^N$, \textit{H}$_\alpha$, \textit{N}, \textit{CA}, and \textit{CO} atoms were assigned, and 96.2\% of expected side chain atoms were assigned. The structure of \textit{Npu}DnaE intein was determined based on NOE distance constrains derived from $^{15}\text{N}$- and $^{13}\text{C}$-edited NOESY-HSQC spectra. The statistics from the structure determination and refinement are listed in Table 2.

The structure of \textit{Npu}DnaE intein resembles a complex horseshoe-disk shaped fold as seen in the HINT fold (Hall \textit{et al.}, 1997) (see Figure 11). The backbone RMSD is 0.45 ± 0.07 Å indicating an overall well defined structure. The most disordered region is located at the loop between \textit{β}-strands 12 and 13 where amide signals were unassigned at residues 122-124, consequently no NOEs could be assigned to fix the backbone conformer.

The crystal structure of \textit{Npu}DnaE intein was determined at 1.72 Å resolution with two models in the asymmetric unit (see Table 3) (Aranko \textit{et al.}, 2013b) (see Figure 12). The two models are similar with a backbone RMSD of 0.404 Å for residue 1-137. The backbone RMSD of a mean model of the NMR structure and the crystal structure chain A and B is 0.823 Å and 0.658 Å, respectively.

A mean structure of \textit{Npu}DnaE intein NMR structure was subjected to a Dali server search (Holm and Rosenström, 2010). The search showed \textit{Ssp}DnaE intein (PDB: 1ZD7) (Sun \textit{et al.}, 2005) has the most similar structure fold with a backbone RMSD of 1.1 Å covering 137 residues. Other similar structures include \textit{Ssp}DnaB intein (Ding \textit{et al.}, 2003) and \textit{Mtu}RecA intein (Van Roy \textit{et al.}, 2007) both with a backbone RMSD of 2.0 Å covering 135 and 133 residues, respectively. Thus, the structure of \textit{Npu}DnaE intein resembles the structures of other known inteins and \textit{Npu}DnaE intein is most similar to \textit{Ssp}DnaE intein that has 63\% sequence identity.
Results and Discussion

The structure of *Npu*DnaE intein was the second intein structure determined using NMR spectroscopy. An advantage by NMR spectroscopy is the ability to investigate dynamic properties of protein structures. Longitudinal ($T_1$) and transverse ($T_2$) relaxation rates, and heteronuclear NOE cross-relaxation were determined for *Npu*DnaE intein. Data analysis comparing $T_1$ and $T_2$ relaxation rates identified following residues to experience internal conformation exchange: Thr10, Thr76, Asp78, 96-104, G120, and Gly132 (See study II for plot of relaxation rates). The conformational exchange is seen by shortened $T_2$-relaxation rates that could be caused by internal dynamics.

The residues 96-104 are located at the site where the natural split site of *Npu*DnaE intein is located which indicates there is some flexibility at the natural split site of *Npu*DnaE intein. In the crystal structure the residue 98-100 (chain A) showed poor electron density and could indicates some structural flexibility. In another study it was shown that the wild type split site of *Npu*DnaE intein and *Ssp*DnaE intein could be moved to a position corresponding to residue 123 and 122, respectively (Aranko *et al.*, 2009).

**Figure 11** Stereo view of *Npu*DnaE intein solution NMR structure. a) Schematic structure representation with labelling of secondary structure. b) Ribbon representation of an assembly of 20 NMR models. Residues that show internal flexibility are highlighted with orange colour. Residues with unassigned amide signal are coloured red. *Npu*DnaE intein split sites are indicated with triangles, presiding residue is labelled, and side chain heavy atoms are shown for the model closest to mean. N and C indicate the N- and C-terminus, respectively.
Table 2.  Experimental data and statistic for the NMR structure calculation of NpuDnaE intein and PhoRadA intein.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>NpuDnaE intein</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOE upper distance limits</td>
<td>3154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short range NOE (i-(\leq j)1)</td>
<td>1498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium-range NOE (1&lt;i-j&lt;5)</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-range NOE (i-j=5)</td>
<td>1223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual CYANA target function</td>
<td>0.37±0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual NOE violation Number ≥ 0.1 Å</td>
<td>4±2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum [Å]</td>
<td>0.24±0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber energies [kcal/mol]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>-5,711±27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van der Waals</td>
<td>-1,173±9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrostatic</td>
<td>-9,503±240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSD from ideal geometry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond length [Å]</td>
<td>0.0098±0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond angels [°]</td>
<td>1.979±0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSD to mean coordinate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backbone 1-137 [Å]</td>
<td>0.45±0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy atoms 1-137 [Å]</td>
<td>0.94±0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramachandran plot statistics [%]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most favored regions</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional allowed regions</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generously allowed regions</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disallowed regions</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMRB entry</td>
<td>16009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDB code</td>
<td>2KEQ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Derived by PROCHECK-NMR (Laskowski et al., 1996).

The residues 122-124 are missing the amide resonance assignments, which are likely to be caused by conformational exchange that causes broading of the NMR signals. The NpuDnaE intein crystal structure model supports that this loop has some flexibility. In the crystal structure it was not possible to model Glu122 (chain A) side chain where the electron density was absent. But it was possible to model two conformations of Arg123 (chain A) backbone in the high-resolution electron density map. The NMR relaxation data indicated that residue Gly120 experience conformational exchange and Gly120 is located just before the flexible loop, which has been shown suitable for introducing new split sites. The conformational exchange at residue 10 is comparable with the split site identified in SspDnaB intein located after residue 11 (Sun et al., 2004). The connection between conformational exchange and internal flexibility observed from the nuclear spin relaxation data and the location of split sites in inteins indicate that NMR spectroscopy could be a useful tool to identify novel split sites.
Results and Discussion

It was additionally observed that Gly132 showed conformational exchange and the amide signal of Asn131 was unobserved in the $^1$H-$^{15}$N-HSQC spectrum. This observation guided to engineer a novel split intein by moving the split site to after residue Asn131. Thus, the newly engineered C-intein consists of only six amino acid residues and this is the shortest split intein there has been described in the literature. The new split intein was tested *in vivo* and *in vitro* and it showed good protein splicing ability. Though, in the *in vitro* experiment C-cleavage was observed, which indicates experimental conditions might require further optimization to fully harness the potential of this short split intein.

At the same time a split site was engineered in gyrase B subunit intein from *Synechocystis sp.* strain PCC6803 intein where the C-intein had a similar size of six residues as in NpuDnaE intein (Appleby *et al.*, 2009). An engineered split intein that only consists of six amino acids would be very applicable for site-specific modification of proteins because of the short residue length. The requirement of maximum six residues for the C-intein makes it suitable for chemical synthesis at a reasonable cost compared to the wild type split intein where the C-intein is 35 amino acid residues or the previous engineered intein with a C-intein of 14 residues (Aranko *et al.*, 2009).

![Figure 12](image-url)  
*Figure 12* Crystal structure of NpuDnaE intein. *a*) Two models from the asymmetric unit superimposed. *b*) Superimposed crystal structure models with the 20 NMR model coloured in light and dark, respectively.
Table 3. Crystallographic data collection and structure refinement of NpuDnaE intein.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data collection</th>
<th>NpuDnaE intein</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beamline</td>
<td>ESRF ID23-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space group</td>
<td>P2_12_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecules per asymmetric unit</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell dimensions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a, b, c (Å)</td>
<td>57.55, 66.70, 67.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α, β, γ (°)</td>
<td>90, 90, 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution (Å)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>50-1.72 (1.82-1.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&lt;sub&gt;merge&lt;/sub&gt;%&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6.5 (59.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/σI</td>
<td>21.13 (3.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness (%)</td>
<td>99.2 (96.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundancy</td>
<td>7.04 (7.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refinement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution (Å)</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. reflections</td>
<td>28,252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&lt;sub&gt;work&lt;/sub&gt;/R&lt;sub&gt;free&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.169/0.209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson B-factor</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. atoms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>2310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligand/ion</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.M.S. deviations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond lengths (Å)</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond angles (°)</td>
<td>1.252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramachandran plot statistics [%]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residues in favoured region</td>
<td>97.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residues in allowed region</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residues in outlier region</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDB code</td>
<td>4KL5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Values are from the highest resolution shell.  
<sup>b</sup> R<sub>merge</sub> = ΣᵢΣᵢ Σᵢ |Iᵢ(θ)| / ΣᵢΣᵢIᵢ where Iᵢ is the observed intensity of the θ measurement of reflection h, and Σ is the average intensity of that reflection obtained from multiple observations.  
<sup>c</sup> R = Σ|F₀| - |Fᵢ| / Σ|F₀| where F₀ and Fᵢ are the observed and calculated structure factors, respectively, calculated for all data.

5.3 PhoRadA Intein Solution NMR Structure

Studies have shown that PhoRadA intein in comparison with other inteins has high protein splicing efficiency, which makes PhoRadA intein an attractive candidate for biotechnological applications (Ellilä et al., 2011). PhoRadA intein was selected as
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candidate for structural studies to investigate the structural features of the intein because of the high protein splicing efficiency. To utilize intein technologies it is important to understand how the extein sequences near the protein splicing junction influence protein splicing efficiency. In this study it was focused on how the extein sequences flanking the protein splicing junction can influence the protein splicing efficiency. This was performed by producing a construct of PhoRadA intein with a C1A and a T+1A mutation of the two residues C-extein to prevent any reaction from occurring.

The structure of PhoRadA intein was initially investigated using NMR spectroscopy and a [1H-15N]-HSQC spectrum of PhoRadA intein showed that the signals were well dispersed between 5.8-10 ppm, which indicated the protein was folded. Specific resonance assignment of PhoRadA intein was achieved using a series of standard triple resonance spectra where 94% of HN, Hα, N, CA, and CO atoms and 97% of side chain atoms were assigned. The NMR structure was determined based upon NOE assignment from 15N- and 13C-NOESY-HSQC spectra and dihedral backbone angle prediction from TALOS+. Statistics from the structure determination are listed in Table 4.

The structure of PhoRadA intein resembles a horseshoe disk-shape as seen by other intein structures (see Figure 13). The backbone RMSD is 0.61 ± 0.24 Å indicating less defined structure than the structure determined of NpuDnaE intein (Study II). However, a flexible region at residues 121-133 give rise to increased RMSD. Excluding the flexible region PhoRadA intein backbone RMSD is 0.44 ± 0.06 Å. The flexibility in the model...
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originates from lacking resonance assignment that consequently have less NOE constrains assigned. Missing resonance assignment is likely due to broadening of signals caused by conformational exchange. The C-extein shows high conformational flexibility and no clear interaction can be seen between the intein and extein. A similar flexibility is observed in the NMR structure of MjaKlbA intein (Johnson et al., 2007) where no NOEs could be assigned between the extein sequences and the intein.

Table 4. Experimental data and statistic for the NMR structure calculation of PhoRadA intein.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>PhoRadA intein</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOE upper distance limits</td>
<td>3515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short range NOE (i-j≤1)</td>
<td>1654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium-range NOE (1&lt;i-j&lt;5)</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-range NOE (i-j≥5)</td>
<td>1436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dihedral angels a</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual CYANA target function</td>
<td>1.14±0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual NOE violation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number ≥ 0.3 Å</td>
<td>3±2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum [Å]</td>
<td>0.67±0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual dihedral angle violation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number≥5°</td>
<td>6±2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum (°)</td>
<td>12.28±2.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber energies [kcal/mol]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>-6,518±24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van der Waals</td>
<td>-1,402±15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrostatic</td>
<td>-11,520±330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSD from ideal geometry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond length [Å]</td>
<td>0.0229±0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond angels [°]</td>
<td>2.120±0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSD to mean coordinate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backbone 1-172 [Å]</td>
<td>0.61±0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy atoms 1-172 [Å]</td>
<td>1.09±0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramachandran plot statistics [%] b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most favored regions</td>
<td>91.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional allowed regions</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generously allowed regions</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disallowed regions</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMRB entry</td>
<td>18320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDB code</td>
<td>2LMQ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a TALOS+ derived angle predictions (Shen et al., 2009); b Derived by PROCHECK-NMR (Laskowski et al., 1996).
5.4 PhoRadA Intein and PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} Intein Crystal Structures

The crystal structure of PhoRadA intein was determined to 1.75 Å resolution with two polypeptide chains in the asymmetric unit. Statistics from the structure refinement are listed in Table 5. Chain A was modelled with 172 amino acids where loops at residues 13-14, 55-57, and 125-129 showed weak electron density. Chain B was modelled with 169 residues where the loop at residue 12-15 showed weak electron density and the loop at residue 127-129 was not included in the model because of completely missing electron density. The molecules in the asymmetric unit are very similar with a backbone RMSD of 0.254 Å superimposed over 138 residues (see Figure 14). Comparison of the crystal structure chain A and B with a mean NMR structure gives a RMSD of 0.905 Å for 142 superimposed residues and 0.808 Å for 135 superimposed residues, respectively.

![Crystal structure of PhoRadA and PhoRadA\textsubscript{min}](image)

Figure 14 Crystal structure of PhoRadA intein and PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein a) Schematic representation of superimposed PhoRadA intein crystal structure chain A and B from the asymmetric unit. b) PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein crystal structure. c) Superimposed crystal structure models of PhoRadA intein (light grey) and PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein (dark grey).

The electron density of the C-extein was very poor in both chains, indicating flexibility, and was not modelled in the structure. The largest deviation between the NMR and crystal structure is in the loop at residue 120-133. The NMR structure and X-ray structure supports that the loop is flexible. The flexible region could be suitable for introducing split sites in PhoRadA intein considering the previous analysis of NpuDnaE intein structure, but this was not the aim of this study.

The flexible region at residue 120-133 led to the design of minimized PhoRadA intein by genetically removing residues 121-130 to generate PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein. The minimized version of PhoRadA intein was tested for cis protein splicing activity and it was shown that PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein has similar protein splicing efficiency as the wild type sequence. The crystal structure of PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein was determined to 1.58 Å resolution with one molecule in the asymmetric unit (see Figure 14) (see Table 5 for structure refinement statistics). The flanking residues of the deleted loop (residue 120, 131-133) became ordered in the crystal structure and all where well defined. For the minimization of PhoRadA intein a K131N mutation was introduced to accommodate a turn and the residue showed clear electron density. The RMSD between PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein and PhoRadA intein chain A and B is 0.493 Å and 0.541 Å for 130 and 133 superimposed residues, respectively. The major difference between PhoRadA intein and PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein is...
both the N- and C-extein sequences are well defined in PhoRadA$_\text{min}$ intein. The four N-extein and two C-extein residues have a clear electron density and the orientations of the residues are clearly defined in the structure.

Table 5. Crystallographic data collection and structure refinement of PhoRadA intein and PhoRadA$_\text{min}$ intein.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data collection</th>
<th>PhoRadA intein</th>
<th>PhoRadA$_\text{min}$ intein</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beamline</td>
<td>ESRF ID23-1</td>
<td>ESRF ID14-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space group</td>
<td>P2;2;2;1</td>
<td>P2;2;2;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecules per asymmetric unit</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell dimensions</th>
<th>PhoRadA intein</th>
<th>PhoRadA$_\text{min}$ intein</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a, b, c (Å)</td>
<td>58.1, 67.4, 82.9</td>
<td>46.9, 63.6, 66.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α, β, γ (°)</td>
<td>90, 90, 90</td>
<td>90, 90, 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution (Å)</td>
<td>33.7-1.75 (1.80-1.75)</td>
<td>46.0-1.58 (1.64-1.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rmerge(%)</td>
<td>7.0 (95.3)</td>
<td>8.6 (45.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/σI</td>
<td>17.3 (2.5)</td>
<td>12.2 (2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness (%)</td>
<td>99.3 (99.8)</td>
<td>98.9 (89.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundancy</td>
<td>7.1 (7.2)</td>
<td>8.6 (7.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Dali Server search of PhoRadA intein showed the most similar inteins are two archaeal inteins, PfuRIR1-1 intein (Ichiyanagi et al., 2000) and DNA polymerase II intein from Thermococcus kodakaraensis (TkoPolII intein) (Matsumura et al., 2006) with a RMSD of
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1.6 and 2.0, respectively (Holm and Rosenström, 2010). MjaKlbA intein (Johnson et al., 2007a), PabPolII intein (Du et al., 2011a), and MtuRecA (Van Roay et al., 2007) have the next three highest Z-scores but all have a RMSD above 2.0. Thus, the structure of PhoRadA intein resembles other intein structures.

5.5 Active Site of NpuDnaE Intein and PhoRadA Intein

The structure of PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein was determined as an inactive protein splicing precursor where the structure contains four N-extein and two C-extein residues. The residues conformation is well defined with excellent electron density for both extein sequences. The -1 scissile bond between Met-1 and Ala1 is a trans conformation rather than the unusual cis conformation seen in MxeGyrA intein (Klabunde et al., 1998). The usual trans conformation is similar to what have been observed in SceVMA intein, SspDnaE intein, and SspDnaB intein (Sun et al., 2005; Ding et al., 2003; Poland et al., 2000; Mizutani et al., 2002).

The crystal structure of NpuDnaE intein was determined as inactive protein splicing precursor where the structure contains three N-extein and four C-extein residues. The conformation of the extein residues is poorly defined and the electron density is missing for part of the extein sequences. It was not possible to model the first and the two first N-extein residue in chain A and B, respectively. The first C-extein residue could be modelled in chain A while it was possible to model the two first C-extein residues in chain B. A trans conformation was observed in both chain A and B of the -1 scissile bond between Gly-1 and Ala1 as observed in other protein splicing precursors.

In the structure of SceVMA intein (PDB: 1JVA) the C1S O\textsubscript{γ} atom and the Gly-1 carbonyl oxygen is 3.2 Å apart. The close distance is important for the initial step in protein splicing because it has been suggested that by a nucleophile attack by the first intein residue forms a five-membered ring thiazolidine intermidate during the N-S(O)-acyl shift (Mizutani et al., 2002). The presence of a thiazolidine intermediate was identified in a mutant of SspDnaB intein (Ludwig et al., 2008). The same distance in PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein cannot be measured because of the C1A mutation, but when modelling a Cys1 in the structure model the distance between Cys1 S\textsubscript{γ} and the -1 carbonyl oxygen could be as small as 3.0 Å. Thus, PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein could be in a conformation needed just before the initial acyl shift occurs. Additionally, the τ (N-Cα-C) angel of Ala1 is 116.5°, which indicates a slightly distorted angle compared to ideal 110°. In other protein splicing precursor structures the -1 or +1 τ angel has been reported as distorted which has been suggested to be important for breaking the peptide bonds at the protein splicing junction. The disordered bond of Ala1 would be unfavourable and could be a driving force for the initial N-S acyl shift and thio(ester) formation.

The distance between the Ala+1 C\textbeta and the Met-1 C’ is 3.6 Å in PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein (see Figure 15). The close proximity of the atoms would be needed for the second step in the protein splicing reaction to occur without the need for large conformational change. The distance is very different from the structures of SspDnaE intein (PDB: 1ZDE), SspDnaB intein (PDB: 1MI8), and SceVMA intein (1EF0) where the distance between the
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In NpuDnaE intein the distance between Ala+1 Cβ and Gly-1 C’ is 12.1 ± 0.3 Å and NpuDnaE intein resembles an open conformation as seen in SspDnaE intein, SspDnaB intein, and SceVMA intein. It is possible that PhoRadA_min intein has been trapped in a closed conformation where the three previously mentioned structures are in an open conformation. The structures of SspDnaB intein (PDB: 1ZDE) and SceVMA intein (PDB: 1EF0) have the Cys+1 residue coordinated by a zinc ion. It is known form the literature that zinc ions inhibit protein splicing of some inteins (Mills and Paulus, 2001) and by trapping the intein in an open conformation could be the mechanism of zinc inhibition. The difference in the open and closed conformation is seen with a very different Ψ angle of the first intein residue. In PhoRadA_min intein Ala1 Ψ angle is +35° while the same angle is 159° in SspDnaE (PDB: 1ZDE), 151° in SspDnaB (PDB: 1MI8), 127±7° in SceVMA (PDB: 1JVA), and 173.6 (Chain A) and 124.7 (Chain B) in SceVMA (PDB: 1EF0).

Figure 15  Stereo view of residues in the vicinity of the active site of a) PhoRadA_min intein and b) NpuDnaE intein. Distances between atoms of conserved residues are indicated with broken lines. For NpuDnaE a mean value and deviation of the distance in the two molecules in the asymmetric unit are shown. N, O, and S atoms are indicated with blue, red, and yellow spheres, respectively. Residue numbers are labelled with the locations in the conserved intein motifs (blocks A, B, F, and G). Only backbone atoms of Phe2 in PhoRadA_min intein and Leu2 in NpuDnaE intein are shown.

In the structure of PhoRadA_min intein the block F Asp153 side chain is in close interaction with Asn172 and Ala+1, where hydrogen bonding between Asp153 and Asn172 prevents Asn cyclization from occurring. The conformation of Asp153 indicates why a mutation of the residue in some intein yields C-cleavage product formation (van Roey et al., 2007; Ramirez et al., 2013). The conformation of Asp153 may be important for controlling the protein splicing steps and would require some structural rearrangements for Asn.
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cyclization to proceed. In the structure of NpuDnaE intein block F Asp118 is also interacting with Asn137 but not with the +1 residue. A similar interaction has not been observed in other protein-splicing precursors because the last Asn has been mutated to an Ala or Ser (see Table 1). The intein structures likely represent a snapshot of one of several conformations that an intein go through in the protein splicing mechanism.

5.6 PhoRadA Intein -1 Residue Mutation Analysis

Inteins used in foreign context can become insufficient. It is an important to understand how the flanking extein residues influence the protein splicing efficiency. The wild type sequence of the PhoRadA intein contains a Lys at the -1 position and PhoRadA intein -1 residue dependency was tested using a model system (see Figure 16). The -1 residue position was changed to 19 different residues each with one of the 20 common amino acids.

Figure 16 Protein splicing by PhoRadA intein. a) Schematic drawing of the used model system for testing PhoRadA intein protein splicing efficiency. Black and grey arrows indicates product and side-product, respectively. X: -1 residue position tested for 20 amino acid substitution. GB1: the B1 domain of IgG binding protein G b) Protein splicing efficiency of PhoRadA intein -1 residue mutants. The -1 residues are sorted after decreasing protein cis-splicing efficiency of PhoRadA intein. The amount of product, N- and C-cleavage and intact precursor are shown with colour representation in upper right corner.
The protein splicing efficiency of the 20 variants were characterized by protein expression of a model system containing H$_6$-GB1-PhoRadA intein-GB1 in E. coli. The protein splicing efficiency was quantified by the amount of protein spliced product (H$_6$-GB1-GB1), N- (H$_5$-GB1) and C-cleavage (H$_6$-GB1-PhoRadA intein), and intact protein splicing precursor protein (H$_6$-GB1-PhoRadA intein-GB1) present after protein expression (see Figure 16a).

The mutation studies showed PhoRadA intein has a high sequence tolerance at the -1 residue position (see Figure 16b). PhoRadA intein retained high protein splicing efficiency (>90%) for Met, Lys, His, Asn, Arg, Ser, and Leu at the -1 residue position. The protein splicing efficiency for Cys, Tyr, Gln, Trp, and Phe are less proficient in protein splicing (75-90% protein splicing efficiency), but are more substantial in protein splicing than Val, Gly, Ala, Ile, Glu, Asp, Thr, and Pro which show between 20-55% protein splicing efficiency.

Pro at -1 position has the lowest protein splicing efficiency, which is not surprising because of different structure of the scissile peptide bond compared to other amino acids. Gly and Ala has low protein splicing efficiency which could be explained by that Gly and Ala are the two smallest amino acids and they might be unable to form favourable van der Walls interaction needed for the protein splicing reaction to precede. A significant difference in protein splicing efficiency is seen with Leu that has a high protein splicing efficiency (>90%), which is significantly better than Ile and Val that have less than 55% protein splicing efficiency. All three residues are hydrophobic and have similar side chain structure. Similar is observed with a Ser at the -1 residue position which has high protein splicing efficiency but Thr at the -1 residue position has poor protein splicing efficiency despite both residues contain a hydroxyl group and have similar chemical properties. However, the amino acid residues Thr, Ile, and Val have a similarity in structure by being β-branched. The β-branched structure could perhaps form a steric hindrance that could prevent a conformational change from occurring. The β-branched residues have C-cleavage as bi-product, which indicates Asn cyclization has occurred while no N-cleavage is observed. This could indicate the initial thio(ester) was unable to form or N-cleavage products should have been observed. Additionally, it is seen Gly, Ala, Ile, Thr, and Val at -1 residue position have 25-41% intact precursor left after ended experiment and the PhoRadA intein is perhaps unable to form a closed conformation seen in the crystal structure. Asp and Glu at the -1 position have poor protein splicing efficiency. Both side chains are negatively charge, which is the opposite of the wild type residue in PhoRadA intein. It is likely that the charge of the side chain is important to form proper interactions.

### 5.6.1 PhoRadA Intein N-extein Interaction

The structure of PhoRadA$_{min}$ intein resembles an unseen conformation of an intein protein splicing precursor. A clear interaction is seen between Met-1 and the intein structure. Intein residues that are within 4 Å of Met-1 include Ala1, Tyr69, Glu71, Val73, Thr90, and Val151. Additionally, the extein residues Gln-3, His-2, and Ala+1 are within 4 Å of Met-1. Thr90 is a highly conserved block B residue that is believed to be involved in...
catalysing the initial protein splicing step and coordinating the protein splicing reaction. Val151 is not a conserved residue but is located in the block F sequence motif. The residues Tyr69, Glu71, and Val73 are located between the sequence motifs of block A and B and are non-conserved residues. The wild type sequence of PhoRadA intein contains a Lys-1 that could be expected to have a similar orientation as Met-1 in PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein because Met and Lys both have long hydrophobic side chains. Lys differs from Met by containing an ε-amino group, which in physiological conditions is positively charge.

![Figure 17](image)

**Figure 17** Possible reaction mechanism scheme of protein splicing reaction by PhoRadA intein.

In the previously described analysis where the -1 residue position is varied showed that PhoRadA intein has poor protein splicing efficiency with Asp and Glu at the -1 residue position. The structure of PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein shows why the negatively charged residues at -1 position have poor protein splicing efficiency. Met at the -1 residue position is interacting with Glu71 and a Glu or Asp at the -1 residue position would introduce unfavourable electrostatic interaction. Consequently, protein splicing by PhoRadA intein becomes insufficient which likely is because the intein is unable to make the conformer seen in the structure of PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein. To verify that the observed interaction of PhoRadA intein Glu71 is true and the interaction is needed for protein splicing reaction the negatively charged Glu71 was mutated to a Thr.
The protein splicing efficiency of PhoRadA intein with an E71T mutation was analysed with an Asp, Glu, and Lys at the -1 residue position. The same model system as previous was used for the analysis. The protein splicing efficiency was recovered with Glu-1 to more than 90% with the PhoRadA intein E71T mutation. Lys at the -1 residue position in PhoRadA intein E71T mutant still showed high protein splicing efficiency. Thus, it seems likely Glu71 would be interacting with the -1 residue during the reaction step and the interaction occurs in a “closed” conformation (see Figure 17). However, the protein splicing efficiency did not increase with an Asp at the -1 residue position whereas the amount of N-cleavage reaction increased. N-cleavage reaction with an Asp at the -1 position has previously been reported for MxeGyrA intein and SspDnaE intein (Southwood et al., 1999; Amitai et al., 2009). It is known that an aspartic residue can hydrolyze a peptide chain at the C-terminal side under acidic conditions (Inglis, 1983). The hydrolysis reaction occurs by a nucleophilic attack by the carboxyl group on the side chain carbonyl group. A similar mechanism could occur with an Asp at the -1 residue position which during the initial N-S(O) acyl shift would produce a cleavage reaction. There are several intein with an Asp at the -1 residue position in the InBase database (Perler, 2002) but they might have a different mechanism to prevent the cleavage reaction.

5.6.2 N-Exttein Interaction in Inteins

Inteins have different mechanisms to perform protein splicing and inteins have been divided into three different classes (Tori et al., 2010) (see section 2.2). It is plausible that even class I inteins have more than one way to coordinate the protein splicing mechanism. Mutational studies of inteins have indicated that residues involved in the protein splicing are intein specific and it can therefore not be generalised how the reaction is catalysed. Thus, the N-extein-intein interaction identified in this study could be a unique interaction that only occurring in PhoRadA intein and other closely related inteins. Sequence identity of inteins is low which makes structure prediction difficult. However, several intein structures derived from different organism and host genes have been determined (see Table 1) and structural comparison of these and PhoRadA intein is possible. There has been determined 11 different intein structures including the intein structures determined in this thesis. If a similar extein-intein interaction, as seen in PhoRadA intein, would occur in other inteins it should be possible identify interactions between the extein and intein.

In the structure of PhoRadAmin intein the residues that were located within 4 Å of Met-1 included Gln-2, His-2, Ala1, Tyr69, Glu71, Val73, Thr90, Val151, and Ala+1. Residues located at the same position in other inteins are identified by superimposition the intein structures with PhoRadAmin intein and are listed in Table 6. Not all structures contain the wild type sequence or extein residues but the structure comparison is based upon the wild type sequences. The inteins listed in Table 6 are listed according to the amino acid at the -1 position.

PhoRadA intein and MtuRecA intein have a Lys-1 residue and PhoRadA intein Glu71 is involved in intein-extein interaction (see Figure 17). There is a clear favourable electrostatic interaction between Lys-1 and Glu71 in PhoRadA intein but the same
interaction is not visible in MtuRecA intein. MtuRecA intein has Gln51 located at the corresponding position of Glu71 in PhoRadA intein. However, similar interaction could be present because PhoRadA intein with an E71T mutation and Lys at the -1 residue position showed high protein splicing efficiency, which is comparable with the wild type sequence. The side chain of MtuRecA intein Gln51 could make similar interaction as the E71T mutation in PhoRadA intein. However, Arg54 is located at the active site of MtuRecA intein and would introduce unfavourable interactions but the long flexible side chain of an Arg has conformational flexibility that makes different conformations possible.

NpuDnaE intein, SspDnaE intein, and MxeGyrA intein contains a Tyr at the -1 residue position. NpuDnaE intein and MxeGyrA intein structures have been determined with a Gly-1 and Ala-1 residue, respectively (Study II; Klabunde et al., 1998), but no clear interaction is observed in the structures. The structure of SspDnaE intein has been solved as a protein splicing precursor, but the structure resembled an open conformation with a long distance between the N- and C-extein sequences (Sun et al., 2005). Thus, the interaction of Tyr-1 in SspDnaE intein is not similar to Met-1 in PhoRadAmin intein. However, protein splicing in SspDnaE intein requires a conformational change. If MxeGyrA intein, SspDnaE intein, and NpuDnaE intein would have a closed conformation similar to the conformation seen in PhoRadAmin intein all three inteins have aromatic side chain among the non-conserved residues that could interact with the Tyr-1 residue. Additionally, it is seen NpuDnaE intein and SspDnaE intein has a Glu-2 residue and both inteins have an Arg residue where Glu71 is located in PhoRadA intein. The positively charged Arg could interact with the -2 extein residue.

Table 6. Residues within 4 Å of Met-1 in PhoRadAmin intein structure. Residues located at the same position in other known intein structures have been identified by superposition of the structure models. The wild type sequence numbering and amino acid type is listed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intein</th>
<th>N-extein</th>
<th>Block A</th>
<th>Non-conserved residues</th>
<th>Block B</th>
<th>Block F</th>
<th>C-extein</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PhoRadA</td>
<td>S-3</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Y69 E71 V73 T90 V151</td>
<td>T+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MtuRecA</td>
<td>K-3</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>F49 Q51 R54 T70 T420</td>
<td>C+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NpuDnaE</td>
<td>A-3</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>H48 R50 Q53 T69 V116</td>
<td>C+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SspDnaE</td>
<td>A-3</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>H48 R50 Q53 T69 H138</td>
<td>C+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MxeGyrA</td>
<td>M-3</td>
<td>Y-1</td>
<td>F51 S53 H56 T72 V177</td>
<td>T+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SspDnaB</td>
<td>E-3</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>F49 T51 K54 T70 V409</td>
<td>S+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SceVMA</td>
<td>Y-3</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>P41 G43 E45 N76 Y431</td>
<td>C+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MjaKlbA</td>
<td>H-3</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>W71 K73 Y75 T93 H145</td>
<td>C+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PfIRIR1-1</td>
<td>G-3</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>W72 Y74 L76 S96 F431</td>
<td>T+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PubPollII</td>
<td>R-2</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>I68 A70 T73 T90 V164</td>
<td>C+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TkoPollII</td>
<td>L-3</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>I71 H73 Y75 T93 V515</td>
<td>S+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Four determined intein structures have a Gly-1 extein residue in the wild type sequence. PhoRadA intein with a Gly at the -1 residue position showed inefficient protein splicing, which likely is because of too weak van der Walls interactions. A structural comparison of PhoRadA intein with the structures of SceVMA intein, MjaKlbA intein, SspDnaB intein, and PfIRIR1-1 intein should show residues that would compensate for the weak or
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missing van der Walls interaction. PhoRadA intein contains a Block F Val151 whereas SceVMA intein, MjaKlbA intein, and PfuRIR1-1 intein contain a Tyr, Ile, and Phe, respectively. Additionally, SceVMA intein contains a Block B Asn instead of the more commonly found Block B Thr. All these larger residues could compensate for Gly not having any side chain by making the active site smaller. SceVMA intein has been characterized by changing the -1 residue into the 20 common amino acids (Chong et al., 1998) and it was shown that the SceVMA intein has high sequence tolerance, even to Asp and Glu. SceVMA intein contains a Glu45 and it would have been expected that SceVMA intein would have less efficient protein splicing with an Asp or Glu at the -1 residue position. The active site may be flexible in size since SceVMA intein can compensate more bulky residues (Tyr, Phe, Trp, Lys, Arg, Met, Gln) (Chong et al., 1998). If residues could adopt a different orientation of side chains the active site could accommodate larger amino acids at the -1 residue position. SspDnaB intein has the same Block F Val residue as PhoRadA intein and the non-conserved residues in SspDnaB do not seem to provide the proper suggested interaction. Only by the Glu-3 residue and Lys54 favourable interactions seems visible.

PabPolII intein and TkoPolII intein both have Asn at the -1 residue position. Asn could fulfil hydrogen bonding with the hydroxyl group of Tyr75 and Thr73 found in PabPolII intein and TkoPolII intein, respectively. In general, it seems that the interactions seen in PhoRadA intein could occur in other inteins where no clear unfavourable interaction can be seen. However, it is obvious from the literature that inteins have different reaction mechanisms and mutation studies have shown that residues involved in the protein splicing mechanisms seem to be intein specific. Therefore the extein-intein interactions seen in PhoRadA intein can be intein specific. It would be of interest to explore this interaction further for engineering of inteins to accommodate foreign extein sequences. Inteins could then be designed with great care to function in desired context.
6 Conclusion and Future Perspective

Inteins are interesting macromolecules with an unusual function that does not seem to provide any benefit for its host. Intein mediated protein splicing is a complex reaction coordinated by the intein molecule. From the literature it is obvious that inteins are highly diverse molecules that have evolved several different mechanisms to perform the same chemical reaction. Inteins have been found useful by exploiting the intein mechanism for many biotechnological applications. An important aspect of intein technology was the discovery that they could be used in foreign context in vivo and in vitro and inteins could be split to perform trans protein splicing. However, intein applications are hampered by poor knowledge of how extein sequences influence the protein splicing efficiency and it is not clear how the inteins could be optimised for their application usage.

In this thesis the structure of NpuDnaE intein was determined using NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography and it was shown that the structure has a HINT fold as other inteins. The dynamic features of NpuDnaE intein were analysed using nuclear spin relaxation measurements. Measurements of longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates were shown to be a very powerful tool together with the NMR structure to identify and design sites suitable for new split site in NpuDnaE intein. The NMR data identified possible split sites where local conformational exchange occurs. From this data a novel split site was identified with split C-intein part consisting of six residues. This is among the smallest split intein fragments described in literature.

The structure of PhoRadA intein was determined using NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallization. The two techniques gave similar results where the RMSD between the crystal structure and a mean NMR structure was less than 1 Å. The structural fold of PhoRadA intein is similar to other inteins with a backbone conformation closest to the endonuclease containing PfuRIR1-1 intein (Ichiyangagi et al., 2000) and TkoPolIII intein (Matsumura et al., 2006). The NMR and crystal structures confirmed that the region near residues 120-133 is flexible. The residues 121-130 could be deleted without loss of protein splicing function to generate a minimized PhoRadA intein. The deleted loop is likely a remnant of an endonuclease domain that has been lost during evolution.

The structure of PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein was determined as an inactive protein splicing precursor using X-ray crystallography to 1.58 Å resolution. PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein crystal structure resembles an unseen conformation of a protein splicing precursor. The conformation of PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein is a “closed” conformation with the N- and C-protein splicing junction in close proximity. The crystal structure of NpuDnaE intein was determined to 1.72 Å resolution and resembled an “open” conformation. In the structure model of PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein the Met-1 residue interacts with the intein residues Tyr69, Glu71, Val73, Thr90, and Val153. The interaction was confirmed in an E71T mutation of PhoRadA intein. The mutation removed unfavourable electrostatic interactions between Glu -1 residue and Glu71 in PhoRadA intein. The PhoRadA intein E71T mutant became efficient in protein splicing with a Glu-1 residue as opposite to the wild type intein sequence. The conformation observed with PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein likely resembles one of many conformations inteins might go through in the protein splicing reaction steps.
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The structure of the PhoRadA intein was compared to other inteins with known structures. The structures were compared to identify if the intein-extein interactions observed in PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein exist in other inteins. The structural comparison was inconclusive and the intein-extein seen in PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein cannot be concluded as general interaction for other inteins. However, similar intein-extein interactions cannot be excluded either. It would require further experiments to verify a similar extein-intein interaction in other inteins. A systematic analysis of the -1 residues position on the protein splicing dependency in other inteins could provide a further insight. The intein-extein interaction seen in PhoRadA intein is likely similar among closely related inteins. The comparison of intein structures provides a possible insight how PhoRadA intein could be engineered to compensate a Gly or Ala at the -1 residue position. Inteins with a Gly-1 seem to have more bulky residues in the active site and PhoRadA intein active site could be engineered smaller by introducing a T90N, V73L, V73Y, V151I, or V151Y as these residues are present in inteins that contains a Gly-1 residue (see Table 6).

Unlike the -1 residue in the PhoRadA\textsubscript{min} intein no interactions of the +2 residue was observed. Though, it is known the +2 and +3 residues significantly can influence protein splicing efficiency (Iwai et al., 2006; Amital et al., 2009). A further systematically analyses of residues in the protein junction would provide further insight how the C-extein influences the protein splicing efficiency. There exist several studies on the protein splicing junction sequence dependency but only few inteins have been analysed systematically. The next step would be to investigate PhoRadA intein +2 residue dependency and currently there is no data available in the literature providing a systematic analysis of residues at both the N- and C-extein protein splicing junction sequence.

From the structural data currently available it is not obvious how the C-extein can influence the protein splicing efficiency. The C-extein could interact with the intein in a different conformation that would occur during the protein splicing reaction steps. The structure of the branched intermediate is unknown and little is known about this conformation (see Figure 17). Structural data of this intermediate could assist in understanding how the protein splicing reaction occur and how the extein might influence at this step. Studies have indicated that a local structural change around the +1 residue happens at the formation of branched intermediate (Frutos et al., 2010). It is though a challenge to obtain a stable construct of a branched intermediate because the thio(ester) intermediate likely would be hydrolysed. The cleavage reaction at the C-extein junction should be possible to prevent by mutation of the last intein residue (Asn). This intein construct would require the first intein residue to be Cys or Ser and the +1 C-extein residue to be Cys, Ser, or Thr for formation of the branched intermediate (step 1 and 2 in the reaction mechanism). Residues flanking the protein splicing junction have been shown to influence the formation of the branched intermediate and could be optimised for structural studies (O’Brien et al., 2010).

A possible biological role of inteins is as of yet unidentified. Despite recent publications that have indicated possible gene regulating function and the possibility to increase genetic diversity there has not been provided any proof of such biological function (Aranko et al., 2013b). It has been postulated that inteins might have had a function in early stages of life but that it has been lost during evolution (Pietrokovski,
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2001). An unknown question is also what happens to the intein after the protein splicing has occurred. Studies have shown that the Hedgehog C-terminal domain is degraded by endoplasmic-reticulum-associated protein degradation after cholesterol modification of the N-terminal domain (Chen et al., 2011). It is unknown if the same happens for the intein. In some inteins a DNA binding domain has been identified which might have some function after protein splicing. Inteins could have a function by interactions with other molecules in the cell that might have some regulatory function. To identify possible interaction it would require further studies on native host organisms to identify intein interactions.
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